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Governor Carroll breaks ground
at site of public services building
By JACKIE BUXTON
Ml
DIANA TAYLOR
Gov. Julian Carroll broke ground
yesterday (or the IS.6 million Public
Service and Special Programs Building
which will provide facilities (or continuing education, the Radio-Television
Station, a planetarium, data processing
service, and the Jonathan Truman
Dorris Museum.
The building, which will be constructed
near the new Stratton Building (LEN
complex), has projected completion in
about two years.
In conjunction with the Governor's Day

Program, the annual Founder's Day
Program was celebrated. During the
day that marked the 70th anniversary of
the Founding of Eastern, 15 Alumni were
honored and added to the Hall of
Distinguished Alumni in the Keen
Johnson Building.
Special invitation to the ground
breaking ceremony was extended to
many groups representing the community. Donald Feltner, vice president of
public affairs, said.
The Board of
Regents and members of the Council on
Public Higher Education were also
present.
Feltner said the idea for a public
. services building started with the

recommendation of a self-study report
which was accepted by the Southern
Association. Through this, the Office for
Public Services and Special Services was
created and established over the summer
by the Board of Regents.
"With the tremendous increase in
special programs offered through the
University, an office to coordinate these
activities and to keep records was a
must," Feltner said.
President Martin said, "When completed, this major facility will be a
tremendous asset to the University in
serving the region with a wide variety of
special and public service programs."
Wilson Bond of Wilson Bond and

Associates in Lexington is the Architect
for the building.
Gov. Carroll had words of commendation for the University at a luncheon in his honor yesterday after the
ground-breaking ceremonies.
Carroll said "The answer to improving
Kentucky's economy is teaching our
young people and retraining our adults to
do something productive, hold down a Job
and not get on welfare." The University's focus on technical education, the
governor said, would help accomplish
this.
"I want to compliment Eastern
(See CARROLL, page twelve)

periscope Disciplinary penalties detailed;
/staff
Writer Theresa Klisz
discusses recent comments on
Kentucky women's high school
basketball coaching. The story
on page 9 raises the question of
whether this sport should be
dominated by male coaches.
Itesults of a recent auto maintenance survey are detailed by
Feature Editor Wilma Reed on
page 5 A list of local stations'
costs is also included.
Editorial*
Arts
Ncwsbriefs
Sports
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page 3
page 6
page 9,10

Myers says references helpful
By LOUS WILL
SUff Writer
Vice President for Student Affairs
Thomas Myers said that the University
keeps no controlling file or record of
cases brought before the Student
Disciplinary Board and he detailed the
penalties the Board may impose on
students found guilty
Myers indicated that the only record of
a board action goes into the individual
student records, and save for special
Instances only the student Involved may

see that record.
"We don't want the students Involved
in such cases to be earmarked," Myers
said.
Myers detailed four types of punishment that may be rendered. Social
probation, he said, works like a warning
in that the student becomes aware that
further infractions may result in his or
her suspension or expulsion from the
University.
"I am very pleased with the results
from social probation," Myers said. He

further stated that "very few students
get into any more trouble after being put
on social probation."
According to the University Handbook
for Students, there are two types of
suspension, or temporary forced withdrawal from the University.
Dated suspension, Myers said, means
that the student is suspended from the
University to a specific date. Undated
suspension does not specify a date on
which the suspension is to end. Undated
(See MYERS, page sevea)

Gov. Julian Carroll and President Martin turned over dirt yesterday at the site of the
$5.6 million Public Service and Special Programs Building near the LEN complex.
The Governor's Day program was in conjunction with the annual Founder's Day
program.

Senate considers fund donations
for widows of Scotia miners
By JACKIE BUXTON
News-Managing Editor
Jim Chandler sought the opinion of
Michele Wade and her Finance Committee Tuesday night to speculate what
she felt the Student Senate could afford to
contribute to the coal miners' families of
the Scotia mining disaster.
Tacking on an amendment to Chandler's motion, Rick Littrell suggested
that the Senate make a campus-wide
effort to collect donations from students
for the same cause. The committee was
asked to report back next week to the

governing body with their suggestion of a
"worthwhile" contribution.
Concerned with student's lack of involvement in approving campus
organizations, Hal Murray requested a
change in the present policy be made.
Murray asked that a letter be sent to
President Martin and the Office of
Student Affairs, recommending the
change in the organization policy
"realistically involve student participation
when
approving
organizations."
Murray said, "It seems a mite

ridiculous to me that we are not even
consulted." The motion was passed.
Complaining that it took a girls' state
tournament on campus to get anything
done to the regulation of Mattox Hall's
heating system, Ben Fish made a fourpoint proposal to the Senate.
The
proposal asked:
1.
for an apology from President
Martin to fourth floor Mattox residents
"over the University's indifferent attitude toward the students' well-being",
2. that the Health and Sanitation
(See SENATE, page twelve)

Model Lab students walk-out
when director ignores constitution

All together now...Pull!!l

Showing the determination that won them the Tug-of War
campus championship these members of Beta Theta Pi put
extra strain on the rope while their cheering section urges
them on. The competition was held March 17 on the intermural fields.

By ERIC MIDDLEBROOK
Staff Writer
Approximately 150 high school
students left Model Laboratory school
last week after Dr. Stephen Traw, Model
School director, overrode the Student
Council constitution in not allowing
seniors to vote in Student Council officer
elections.
The one-day walk out began Friday at
1:1* a.m. after student Doug Cramer
read a speech before an assembly of high
school students.

The Activities Committee, a council of
faculty members and three students, had
earlier recommended that seniors not be
allowed to vote in Student Council officer
elections.
The council voted down this
suggestion, therefore deciding to retain
their constitutional clause which
stipulates that all students are allowed to
vote in school elections.
"In voting down the Activity Committee recommendation we decided to
abide by the Student Council con-

stitution," commented Dave McSwain,
council president.
"The recommendation came to the
council a second time, and again we
voted it down."
This week the Student Council drafted
a letter to Traw requesting that the
council be able to deal with him alone,
not the Activities Committee.
"The thing we are protesting isn't the
question of whether seniors should vote
in these elections," said Denise Heberle.
(See MODEL, page twelve)

10 million Americans depend on insulin for life
By KEITH NINER
Staff Writer
He wakes up every morning at 7:30
a.m. If he oversleeps by a couple of
heurs or more he may find himself
waking up in a hospital bed instead of the
familiar surroundings of his bedroom.
After getting up. he eats a well
balanced breakfast, clears the table of
dirty dishes, reaches into the
refrigerator and crabs a small vial
containing a milky-white fluid. This fluid
is called insulin and it keeps him alive.
Without it his health would be in
Jeopardy.
He then wipes the lop of the vial with
an alcohol pad. picks up the syringe and
inserts the '»inch syringe needle into the
vial. After extracting llu proper dosage
of insulin, he pinches the fatty issue of

his stomach, dabs the pinched skin with
the alcohol pad and inserts the needle to
its full length. Then he injects the insulin
into the fatty tissue, extracts the needle
and gently wipes the injection site with
the.alcohol pad.
This hypothetical person represent*
one of 10 million American diabetics.
Last fall the National Commission on
Diabetes made public its intensive ninemonth study of diabetes and the effects of
the disease on the U.S. population.
The commission has determined that
there are 10 million diabetics in the U.S.
today and the economic cost of the
disease is $5.3 billion.
The commission's report states that in
1971, More than 600.000 new cases of
diabetes were diagnosed, and the incidence of diabetes appears to be In-

creasing at six per cent a year. At this
rate the number of people with diabetes
will double every 15 years."
According to Dr. Frederick Gibbs,
Student Health Services physician. It is
not possible to accurately determine the
number of diabetic students enrolled
here.
Dr. Gibbs explained that students who
are diabetic are encouraged to notify the
infirmary of their diabetes but that not aU
students do so. This makes it difficult to
accurately estimate the number of
diabetic students.
However, if the student population
conforms to the national average, then it
can be estimated that there are probably
at least 100 diabetic* enrolled at this
time.
The average American born today has

a better than one-in-five chance of
developing diabetes.
Diabetes i* a
hereditary dlsea»e. It Is cawed by an
insufficient supply of insulin or interference with the action of insulin in
the body.
Insulin a a hormone produced by a
gland in the abdomen called the pancreas.
Insulin is released from the
pancreas into the bloodstream to
regulate the rate at which the body cells
use and store sugar.
Generally speaking there are two
categories of diabetes: Juvenile-onset
and maturity-onset. Juvenile-onset
diabetes is usually diagnosed before the
age of 20. The Juvenile-onset diabetic
receive* insulin treatment through daily
subcutaneous injections. The need for

insulin injections persists throughout
life.
Maturity-onset diabetes is largely a
disease of middle age. Practically all
maturity-onset diabetics do not require
insulin injections since their pancreas is
still producing some insulin. Maturityonset diabetes is usually controlled by a
strict diet and-or oral diabetic
medication.
Diabetes directly caused 30.000 deaths
in 1974 and strong evidence exists that
complications accompanying
the
desease now account for more than
300,000 deaths each year.
Diabetes ranks third among the
nation's leading causes of death, behind
heart attacks and cancer.
The National Commission on Diabetes

has determined that diabetics are 25
tunes more likely to go blind than nondiabetics. Diabetics also suffer 17 times
the incidence of kidney disease, five
times the rate of gangrene — which,pften
requires amputation - and they are
twice as prone to heart disease as nondiabetics.
The commission estimates that
diabetes will afflict 20 million Americans
by 1968.
After issuing its report last fall, the
commission recommended that the
Federal government triple its spending
on diabetes programs to $16 million in
fiscal 1979 from the $43 million allocated
in fiscal 1975.
Medical researchers are currently
(See DIABETICS, page twelve)
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Student government responsibility

Is it really upholding the public trust?

sL

filter's Mte: The Mfewlag guest
iltel- was wrtttea by Llmdi Eads, ■
HUM frm the College of Arte ud

-Since the beginning of the
semester, criticism from the
students has assailed Eastern's
srudent government. While
these criticisms from the student
btey and even student government members themselves are
justified, too often they employ
tH> scapeffcts of the "apathetic
sradent ■•y" or the inflexible
administration.
Although the students appear
disenchanted with student
government, and although most
Se*hate action which involves
more than writing a letter of
inquiry entails administrative
direction, the Senate itself, in
certain instances, may be held
responsible for denying students
accountable student government.
Particularly in spending its
share of student activity fees,

the Senate has been willfully
derelict in its responsibility to
students' academic development. Instead of appropriating
funds to subsidize projects
within and without the
University, the Senate has been
little more than miserly in its
appropriations this year. As of
this week, the contingency fund
stands in excess of $1500, from
its beginning budget of about
$1650.
On three occasions this year,
student groups requested
financial support from the
Senate, yet only $100 was given
for the Bluegrass Poetry Circuit.
In February, the Chemistry
Club was denied funding for
their trip to the ACS. conference until such time that they
attempted raising funds on their
own. No provisions were made
by the Senate, however, to aid
the club if their own efforts
proved unsuccessful.
In March, CIRUNA's funds

request was approved by the
Senate but vetoed by President
Martin. Presently CIRUNA's
request is before Skip
Daugherty's Student Activities
Office. No remedial action has
been offered by the Senate,
however, in the event that Mr.
Daugherty cannot provide funds.
In light of the inaction of
student government in the
aforementioned cases, it is
apparent that, the Senate's
priorities do not include the
enhancement of Eastern's
academic prestige. Students
must indeed be provided means
with which to secure needed
funding for projects.
A university, unlike a high
school, where students have
ample time to devote to moneymaking enterprises, exists to
provide unrestricted opportunities for academic
achievement. Although not the
sole solution, student government maintains a contingency

fund for projects needing funds
not available elsewhere.
If funding is available
elsewhere, however, student
government should aid students
in obtaining it. without committee system procrastination.
Controversy over the Senate's
priorities produced the most
recent conflict over the Student
Association banquet, when, at
the Senate meeting (March 16) a
motion was introduced to cancel
this year's banquet.
The banquet is held annually
following the Presidential race
and all members of student
government are invited for the
purpose of feasting and witnessing the inauguration of new
executive officers. The reasons
expressed for cancellation are:
1) The $500 appropriated
could better be spent for the
needs of students, for example,
funding student projects.
2) It would seem pretentious
and self-serving for student

government to award itself a
dinner. To throw a $500 bash for
a select minority of students
may
be
construed
as
legitimizing a student elite.
3> The student body, who
elect student government
members, are not invited to the
inaugural.
After heated debate on both
sides, the motion to cancel the
banquet failed after it
was
argued successfully that, since
the money has been appropriated, the members of
student government should use
it.
Although
funds
are
specifically provided for a
banquet, had the motion passed,
the money would simply go to
next year's contingency fund
where it would be available to all
students for any number of
purposes.
One cannot help but be impressed by the irony when first,
the cost of the banquet is second

only to the appropriation for the
National Student Association
Convention in Washington, and
when second, the Senate spends
more money on a banquet to
honor itself than is spent from its
contingency fund for students.
Thus, there appears a double
standard regarding students
when the Senate spends four
times more on a banquet than it
does from the contingency fund,
when it offers little aid in
securing funds for deserving
groups, and when, despite these
facts, it lauds its achievements,
which are at most rudimentary.
Indeed, if student government
hopes to maintain some semblance of credibility in the minds
of students, it must reorder its
priorities. This reordering will
begin only when its members
accept their responsibility to
their fellow students.
Linda Eads
Arts and Sciences
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Hearst trial outcome raises questions;
issue may always remain mystery

B:

8-

.{The initial phase of the
RMricia Hearst trials came to a
close last week with a guilty
verdict. Although Hearst will
probably be a few years older if
and when she ever goes to
prison, the outcome of this first
trial had been predicted to be the
trend setter for the litigation she
f»ces
.The verdict was undoubtedly
greeted with mixed emotions by
many. There is the pleasant
thought that a person's wealth
does not interfere with the
administering of justice. (It
must be admitted that such an

occurrence is rare under our
present judicial system).
There is also the nagging
thought that maybe, just maybe,
Patty Hearst was telling the
truth—that everything she did,
she did out of fear for her life. If
such was the case, where does
that leave us?
It's difficult to take a 100 per
cent stand on the matter and we
do not envy the jurors the task
they had. But 12 hours does not
seem sufficient time, by any
measure of the imagination, to
consider the reams of testimony
presented during the trial. Then

again, the jurors would probably
have reached the same decision
after 12 days of deliberation.
The major point here is,
regardless of the verdict, the
matter
remains
cloudy,
questions persist. Can we ever
be certain that she wasn't actually brainwashed, or whatever
the experts choose to call it?
And can we ever be certain that
it want all pre-planned and
organized with Hearst as a
willing participant?
She was dragged from her
apartment, wearing nightclothes, almost two years ago.

Ransom demands at first contained parts of her identification
cards to add validity to the effort. Doesn't it seem unusual
that she should have such
identification with her while
answering a knock on the front
door wearing nightclothes?
Doesn't it also seem strange
that the kidnap car was found on
an FBI parking lot? Perhaps
these things do have an explanation; perhaps not. The real
question is: Will we ever know
the truth about the entire incident?

Frank Church:

Gee, fellas,, do you think I can get
Annette for my campaign manager?

The latest Democratic entrant
lo

V-

i

Although he didn't enter the
Democratic race for the
presidential nomination until
very recently. Sen. Frank
Church believes he can pull it off
by winning in the May and June
primaries "I think that in this
country, it's never too late to
try." Church said on ABC's
Issues and Answers Sunday
Church is. he says, a conservative, moderate and liberal
all rolled into a neat little
package His conservatism is in
the area of the Constitution and
preservation of individual
liberties.
»He is as "moderate as most
Americans" when it comes to
staying out of unnecessary

foreign wars and as "liberal as
Franklin Roosevelt" when it
comes to dealing with the
unemployment problem.
The Idaho senator's entrance
into the field has caused some
speculation that the liberal vote
may become divided between
Church and Morris Udall.
Church, however, denies
competing with Udall for the
party's liberals. He wants, instead, to be everybody's candidate.
He also wants to make foreign
policy a major issue in this
year's campaign. In fact.
Church thinks it always has been
a major issue because "Every

decision a president makes
sends ripples across the countryChurch
advocates
a
discriminatory foreign policy
and would enlist the help of other
wealthy nations in foreign
funding.
He would greatly
reduce military aid to many
foreign governments, as it helps
no one.
As chairman of the Senate
committee, which has as its
main obligation the investigation of the CIA. Church
has had some experience with,
"leaks" in and around
Washington.
His approach to the problem

would include reducing the
number of Congressional
committees which receive
confidential reports
and
establishing one responsible
committee for all investigative
purposes.
On the economy, Church
believes "Give the- economy a
chance to come back and it
will." His reactions to the
economic recovery under
President Ford consist of
doubtfulness, of course. "We
don't have to have five per cent
unemployment for the rest of the
decade". Church insists. Such a
projection was recently made by
the Ford administration.

no comment
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CIA Reportedly Sought to Destroy Domestic Flies
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Former man dies In California

The North Carolina School
of
Journalism
spellinggrammar-punctuation exam
was rirst given in (all 19?J bui
was not made a count? requirement until fall 1974. During that period, it was refined
and different versions were
prepared. Originally developed
because lournalrsm professors
realized the need lor an exam,
and because newspaper editors
complained of student's
deficienvies.
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'Barry Lyndon,' 'Nashville' are prime Oscar picks
nounced, critics have a heyday
disagreeing with the Academy
on its nominees, predicting the
winners and generally airing
personal views on the entire
situation.
In view of the fact that the
Academy Awards are next week,
this column is devoted today to
the six films nominated for the
Best Picture of 1975: "Barry
Lyndon," "Dog Day Afternoon,"
"Jaws," "The Man Who Would
Be King," "Nashville" and "One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest."

Writers, like other normal
human beings, have their individual favorite time of year.
For example, a sports writer
will look forward to league or
conference play-offs as their
excitement and color are so
intense his typewriter practically types on its own power.
Newswriters prefer election
time. The controversey of issues
and the various candidates
provide an almost endless
supply of story material,
allowing him to concentrate
more on the content of his articles without having to seek out
newsworthy topics.

Stanley Kubrick fans longawaited the release of his
"Barry Lyndon."
Like the
saying goes, "Good things are
worth waiting for," and
Kubrick's mastery of visual and
audial effects were definitely
well worth the long period
between his movies.
The period drama involves an
Irish pauper who believes he can
find happiness in money.
Kubrick's photographic
technique is unsurpassed as

Arts columnists also have a
preference. That is the spring,
which annually brings the
Academy Awards.
Of his
counterparts in other areas of
fine arts (Tony Awards for
Broadway plays and Grammy
Awards for records), Oscar is
the oldest and probably the most
popular.
And once the
nominations have been an-

some of the scenes in "Barry
Lyndon" were shot using only
candlelight.
The location
filming and costumes of the
period heighten Kubrick's
ability to create a feast for the
viewer's eyes. The music of the
pre-victorian era in the British
Isles, performed on bagpipes
and harpsichords, add to the
film's charm and color.
In his concentration on
production and detail, Kubrick

Tr.E ARTS
ONNIE FMRRISH

has created an emotionally
empty story. Although Ryan
O'Neal is appealing in the title
role, the film's use of narrator
instead of character dialogue
fails to make the characters and
the story come alive. But who
are we to discredit Stanely
Kubrick? In spite of the lack of
story, "Barry Lyndon" could
sweep the Awards on Kubrick's

reputation.
"Dog Day Afternoon," based
on a true story of a New York
bank robbery, ironically makes
the terrible humorous.
The
versatile Al Pacino is the
bisexual thief who needs the
money for a sex-change
operation for his male lover.
Sidney Lumet filmed the picture
on location in New York City,
providing a note of authenticity
to the comedy. "Dog Day's"
greatest flaw is its length (it
runs nearly three hours) and, in
spite of its many redeeming
qualities, could be handicapped
by the lengthiness.
The biggest box office draw of
the year, "Jaws," would no
doubt walk away with the Best
Picture prize if the decision were
left to a public vote. Its spinetingling suspense is still leaving
relatively large audiences on the
edges of theater seats. Peter
Benchley's story is a viewergrabber. Combined some rather
innovative photography plus a
36-foot mechanical shark,

•Jaws" is the people's choice;
however, in view of past
Academy selections, it may lose
simply for that reason.
"The Man Who Would Be
King" is a good old-fashioned
adventure story
starring
Michael Caine and Sean Connery. Set in India during the
days of the British raj. Caine and
Connery attempt to carve an
empire for themselves.
The
sand, sun and soldiers provide
some swashbuckling ventures.
Unfortunately, the Academy
offers no awards for the Most
Adventurous Picture, so "King"
will probably go unrecognized.
The too long, overrated
"Nashville" offers a unique view
of the emptiness of society and a
star-studded cast.
Although
"Nashville" gives audiences
some of Hollywood's best actors
doing some of their best acting,
especially Lilly Tomlin and
Henry Gibson, its length and dull
lags in the story hindered the
success its makers hoped for it.
However, having carefully

watched the Academy Awards
for nearly 20 years, "Nashville"
is the type of film the Academy
would choose to honor, often ts
the dismay of the public.
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest" is taken from Ken Kesey's
novel of one man's attempt to,
overthrow the controls and.
regimentations of society. Jack
Nicholson presents one of his.
best performances in the lead
role.
Even with Nicholson's,
screen appeal and Kesey's,
meaningful story, the film
comes across as very sterile and
bland. Well, you can't have
everything and "Cuckoo's Nest"
loses out on appeal and possibly
an Oscar.
All of the six Oscar nominees
have good points as well as
downfalls. It is impossible to
predict the unpredictable things
in life, like the weather in
Kentucky and the way the
Academy will vote. There is
nothing left to do but wish and
wait until next week.

'Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman'

Syndicated soap opera
is redundant, redundant

Photo by RKk Yah

The University Dance Theater will present its spring offering,
"Grafitti," March 30 and 31. The dancers here are rehearsing
"Hallelujah," one of the acts from the show, curtain time for

both performances is 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $1 in advance
(reservations can be made by call ing 3504) and $1.25 at the door.

For this week
Christian Understanding.
The lecture is part of "Meet
the Mormon Week" at UK,
which runs through March 30.
For further information concerning the week's activities.
contact Elder Lusk (623-0144).

Art
Currently on exhibit in Giles
Gallery is a show of ceramics by
Patricia Burns, Walter Hyleck
and Gary Gogerty. Hyleck is a
member of the Berea College
faculty. Burns is a graduate
assistant and Gogerty is a
visiting ceramicist at the
college.
Also on exhibit in the lower
gallery is a BFA painting exhibit
by Katy Wilson. Wilson's work is
a representative sample from
her four years at the University.
Her show closes tomorrow.
Gallery hours for all exhibits
are 9:15 a.m. through 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

Music
Beth Dunn will present a BME
recital on Friday, March 26 in
Gifford Theatre.
Dunn's
saxaphone performance will
begin at 8:30 p.m.
Debbie Thomas will present a
BSA voice recital at 3:30 Sunday
afternoon in Gifford Theatre.
Both recitals are free to the
public.

Lecture

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Fraternity announces the spring
production of the Phi Mu Alpha
•Follies." The "Follies" will
feature comedy skits, original
musical works, performances by
faculty members and even rock
bands—how's that for variety!
The program begins at 7:30 p.m.
this Sunday. March 28. in Gifford
Theatre. There is no admission
charge.

The University Centerboard
presents Kenneth Boulding as
part of the lecture series tonight
at 8 in Brock Auditorium.
Boulding's topic is "The Next 200
Years." Admission is free.
Dr.
Truman
Madsen,
distinguished professor of
philosophy at Brigham Young
University, will speak on the
•The Idea of Eternal Man"
March 30 at 8 p.m. at the
University of Kentucky student
center ballroom. There is no
admission charge.
Madsen has been recently
appointed the first occupant of
the Richard L. Evans Chair of

Stage .
The third annual Sue Bennett
College Folk Festival, a Kentucky Bicentennial Celebration,
will be held on the campus in

• • • •

London March 31 through April
3.
Participants featured in the
festival include Mike Mullins
from Alice Lloyd College conducting seminars in Appalachian oral history; John
McCutcheon.from Clinch Valley
College will speak on Appalachian music and dance, and
the Roadside Theater from the
Appalshop in Whitesljurg will
perform.
The festival also includes arts
and crafts exhibits of leather
craft,
gourd craft, pottery,
candles, jewelry, textiles,
stained glass as well as many
others. There will also be craft
demonstrations
and
entertainment.
Admission is free.
Keep April 7 open for the
Actor's Theatre of Louisville's
presentation of "Arms and the
Man."
The University center board-sponsored show is
slated for 7:30 p.m. in Brock
Auditorium. Watch the Progress
for more details.

The final Audobon film
presentation of the season will be
Tuesday, March 30 at 7:30 p.m.
in Brock Auditorium. The film
"Sweden" takes a look at the
wild side of the country's
geographical features.
John

FRATERNITIES & SORORITIES!

Easy Creations Ltd.

CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS!

Specializing in
\Plastercraft -Macrame Country Carving
Paper Pottery •
Kits of genuine
Puka & Turquoise
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WHERE ITS
REALLY
HAPPENING

ANNOUNCES
t

A WEEK IN
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May 13-23 1976.
$335.00
(package includes)

•THRILLS
Like your mouth never
had before!

round trip jet flight with open bar and
meals on plane. Departure and return
Standiford Field. Louisville, Kentucky. 7
nights at the Michelangelo Hotel and
Continental breakfast daily Highlight
tour of Rome featuring Vatican and ancient ruins Glittering Rome by night
scenic leur
Full day Florence excursion All transfers, baggage handling, tips, gratuities and departure (axes
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impotency and masturbation.
During one episode, Mary and
her husband, Tom.accompanied
a young girl who was crippled in
an accident in transit to a faith
healer. Before that, Mary and
Tom had been engaging in a
simple round of smoking
marijuana. On another episode,
the neighborhood was upset over
a mass murder that had been
committed at a nearby house.
Ah, such is the life of the
everyday housewife!
Mary sits at home sipping
coffee, and listening to her
troubled friend's problems,
while her impotent husband,
Tom, goes tomcatting about
"trying to discover his
masculinity."
For soap opera viewers who
are weary of the usual fanfare
and the slow pace of most soap
operas, "Mary Hartman" is a
feast with all the lavish trimmings. For those who seeking a
well-organized, creative show,
"Mary Hartman" lacks the
nutrition of a completely
balanced meal.
Compared with other soap
operas, "Mary Hartman" is
virtually adapted from the same
mold. The difference is that it
swings along at a much quicker
pace, and brings more no-no
subjects into the light. In short,
"Mary Hartman" can be termed
as an R-rated soap opera.
Indeed, "Mary Hartman" is a
carbon copy of other soaps.
However, it has a few more
murders, several more scorching affairs being sweated out
and a few more pregnancies
(blown out of proportion, of
course).

Cwiduuit lioutt Agatcy

ell^
activities at LOW COST!

Nfit to Byrfir Qu..n

The following people were cast
in "Jack or the Submission," to
be presented in late April: Pat
Chic, Brian Chic, Denise
Heberle, Deborah Hannan,
George Shelton, Lisa Renshaw,
Joe Gibson, Kimberly Gregg and
Donna Kilgore.
"The Indian Wants the
Bronx," also to be staged in
April, selected the following cast
members:
Brian Chic, Jim
Williams and Tom Berge.
Both plays will be student
produced and directed.

THAN A PLANI TICKET

Quality color Photographs of your

**.

Casts announced
for spring plays

ALL THIS FOR LISS

Hittflals fir jtwiltry at pricis stunts CM afftri!!

io

Douglas Bulgar will be the
speaker.
Admission to the film is 50
cents.

Film

New Craft Shop

All other crafts included

j

By LARRY BERNARD
Staff Writer
The road has been rough and
rocky for the grand line-up of
new shows this season.
However, one show has drawn
an enormous audience following,
and it is not a prime time goodie.
Instead, it is a syndicated soap
opera called "Mary Hartman,
Mary Hartman."
The creator of the show is none
other than Norman Lear, who is
also the creator of numerous
comedies that have been
mentioned once too often.
The content of this new soap
opera could be adequately
described in one word: soapy.
Lear may very well , have
created in "Mary Hartman" a
comedy outdoing all his other
side-ticklers.
And this is
probably the exact effect Lear
sought to create.
In fact, the strength of the
show lies in its ability to poke fun
at other soap operas.
From the opening preface of
the show when we hear a highstrung voice shrieking "Mary
Hartman, Mary Hartman," we
somehow get the impression that
we are in store for something
foolish and ridiculous.
And it is ridiculous. Is it ever
ridiculous! While watching the
show, I feared I would have to
replace a worn-out giggle, or
even worse, many times I was in
danger of splitting a gut.
The good thing to be said about
the show is its ability to weave
material that at one time would
be censored into the show. The
soap opera has brought into
focus such hush-hush subjects as

ASMBJ

322 WATER STREET
Richmond, Kentucky

MAKE YOUR
RVATIONS WITHOUT DELAY.

FRILLS
Toppings, cherries, *
nuts & other goodies!
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Course offers approach, solutions to energy problem
By KEITH NINER
realize that energy resources
SMI Writer
are not Inexhaustible
The energy problem in toe
The Arab oil boycott of
leveral yean ago was definitely U.S. Is a dilemma to the inan Inconvenience to a majority dividual as well as the nation. It
of Americans. It was not only a Is a dilemma that must be
drain on the pocket books but it resolved. The energy problem
also cancelled many family Is also interrelated to other
It has
vacations due to the high price aspects of society.
political, social, economical and
of gasoline
However, there is one positive cultural dimensions.
aspect of the boycott: It opened
The Arab oil boycott
the eyes of many Americans to demonstrated that the U.S.

needs a new energy policy to
assure the reliability of future
energy sources.
The problem that now confronts the U.S. involves
developing this new energy
policy. What should a new
energy policy involve?
The College of Arts and
Sciences offered a new course
this semester that provides
some of the information
necessary to Intelligently

answer this question.
The
course is entitled Energy,
Technology and Man (CAS 900).
Dr. Christopher E. Uird,
professor of physics, and Dr.
Richard G. Vance, associate
professor of political science.
are the main instructors for the
course. Guest speakers are also
Invited to participate in their
areas of expertise.
Juniors, seniors and graduate
students are allowed to enroll In

the course and the only "what kinds of energy policies
prerequisite is an interest in the are workable, fundable and will
get us through the future."
topic.
Vance explained that the
course is designed to examine
the impacts of energy and
contemporary energy supply
problems on the social,
economic, and technological
subsystems of the U.S.
Vance continued by saying
that the course examines

"This
course
Is
a
muttidisdplinary approach to
the energy problem," explained
Vance, "which Uird and I feel
will provide the student with
background information that
will better enable him to make
Informed choices concerning
the energy problem."

processes to drive energy, and
coal conversion processes
(deriving clean gaseous and
liquid fuels from coal).

Various guest speakers have
lectured to the class In their
areas of expertise. Some of the
topics discussed by the guest
speakers Include: energy and
its relationship to agriculture,
geological aspects of finding
energy resources, chemical

■

■

Vance said that he anticipates
that the course will be offered
again In the fall.

1
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<We Have an abundance of plants
AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD!
■

In Dorris Museum

fr*« o» kid TV

This 1920 "long box" wood, wall phone is one of
a collection of telephones belonging to Dr.
Robert Grise. The collection is on display in

the Johnathan Truman Dorris Museum on the
fourth floor of the Crabbe library.

Pre-marriage seminar begins;
Is 'Dating only a party?'
By MARIA BELLAMY
Staff Writer
"Most people marry actual
strangers," according to Dr.
John Burkhart, one of two
speakers at the first lecture of
the second annual pre-marriage
seminar to be conducted here.
The seminar, entitled "Before
You Tie the Knot", is a series of
^ lectures to be given on 4
successive Thursdays through
March and April.
The subject of last Thursday's
talk
was
COM MUNICATIONS-BEFORE
AND AFTER, featuring ss
speakers Dr. Effie Creamer and
Dr. John Burkhart.
According to Dr. Burkhart, a
professions! marriage counselor, the reason people marry
strangers Is that they never
really communicate He said,
"Dating is only a party. Then,
when you get married, you have
to try to get to know the person."
Dr. Creamer added that the
main problem is that people are
afraid to open themselves up to
others, because of s fear of
rejection.
The two speakers agreed that,
to really know a person, you
should "Be honest. Explore
each other's feelings, values,
reactions."

The seminar is sponsored by
the Wesley Foundation and the
Residence Hall Program Office.
The original idea came from
Reverend Eugene Strange, the
director of the Wesley Foundation.
Rev. Strange', in his' counseling of young people, found
that a vast majority of them
needed someone to talk to about
their individual problems
concerning
marriage.
Therefore, this seminar was
developed in order to abate
some of the confusion that
seemed to be so common.
At the seminar lectures, there
is an Informal presentation of
the subject matter, followed by
a discussion. The first lecture
Thursday night was a mixture
of speeches by Drs. Creamer
and Burkhart, and audience
participation. There was a
question and answer session
and a lively, informal
discussion of various topics.
Rev. Strange felt that the
program came off well with
over 100 people present.
However, he hopes that they
will do even better at the three
programs that remain.
Last year the attendance was
also good. Approximately 400
people, in all, attended the
seminar. According to Rev.

Strange, this response indicated
that the program had "touched
on a vital spot", so they decided
to conduct another seminar
along the same basic lines.
Also, according to the
evaluation sheets completed by
the students who attended the
seminar last year, the program
is one that is very badly needed.
The next lecture in this 4-part
series is to be given tonight,
March 25. The subject is THE
PSYCHOLOGY OF MALE AND
FEMALE,
featuring
as
speakers Dr. Merita Thompson'
and Dr. Coles Raymond. On
April 1, a lawyer, Mr. Robert
Spurlin, will deliver a speech on
THE FINANCIAL AND LEGAL
ASPECTS OF MARRIAGE.
Then, the seminar will draw
to a close on April 8 with a
program concerning INTERFAITH MARRIAGES AND
THE
CHRISTIAN
CEREMONY, with Rev.
Eugene Strange, Father Ronald
Ketteler, and Mrs. Robert
Randall.
All lectures are to be given in
the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building from 7:00 until
9 00 p.m.
For any further information,
students may call the Residence
Hall Program Office at 622-1 ISO,
or the Wesley foundation, at 6236*46

short-circuit the instrument by
Jamming a lead pencil between
the lightning arrester points"
and the acid-filled glass jar
batteries to today's central
energy system. But perhaps not
so far.
Another "don't" printed in a
1901 telephone guide was "Don't
lose your patience: you are
simply powerless, and loss of
temper only makes a bad
matter worse. If the exchange
Is net treating you properly,
report it, and If no relief is afforded, provided you are in the
right, order your telephone
token out."
In 1178, a chemistry and
physics professor on Eastern's
campus caused Richmond to be
the second city in Kentucky to
have a telephone. Professor
Thomas W. Tobin built Belltype telephones and ran a line
from his laboratory in the old
Central University Building to a
1920 "long box" wood wall
the depot and back to Central.
It was the first party line.
After a telephone system was
established in the area, it was

40' each or 3/S1

start at M

Also a good selection of pottery and
wrought iron at comparable prices

CIRCUMSTANCES
Shopper* Village nert to Bif K

not uncommon to have many
people connected on one line.
Telephone numbers Included a
description of the rings. For
instance, 2, 4, 4 means two
long and two short rings.
If Interested in learning more
about the early long distance
communication system, the
museum's hours are 8 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. Monday through
Friday and seeing the
exhibition is sure to provoke
such questions as why a
separate little box for the desk
stand telephone?, what's the
circular thing on the side of the
wood box?, and is that a real
phone directory?

IN RICHMOND...

Currier's
MS
Itfusie .
Guitars eAmps • Keyboards •Albums

Currier'* Music World
University Shopping Center

Andy's Just Keeps on Truckin'...

Brockton Commission
handles complaints

Call

mission, according to Littrell, Is
By DIANA J. TAYLOR
to consider the policies, needs
Editor
Brockton residents have and suggestions concerning
occasionally been heard Brockton. An additional obcommenting on their unique jective, Littrell said, is to open a
situation as both off and on- direct line of communication
campus residents of the between the University and
Brockton.
University.
Short range goals Include
Some of these comments getting the
Commission
could easily be called com- established as a group with a
plaints and most of them focus sound basis and more parupon the residents' inability to ticipation. The investigation of
better their circumstances.
complaints by
Brockton
The members of the Brockton residents Is also of primary
Commission, however, believe importance.
it Is possible to have their
Littrell said concerning
opinions heard and possibly complaints, "We don't Just want
acted upon.
a gripe session." Details
The Commission, established regarding any complaints are
last semester by the Student necessary. "We can't be vague
Senate, is coordinated by Rick if anything is to be done," he
Littrell.
All Commission said.
Handouts
which
were
members
are
Brockton
residents and It is hoped that distributed recently In Brockton
eventually each member will provide the necessary inrepresent one Brockton area. formation about the comThe purpose of the Com- mission.
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Grise display commemorates
telephone's 200th birthday
By PJ. MARSH
Staff Writer
Today a girl would probably
not write "Thou art so nee and
yet so fsr," to her boyfriend
after a phone conversation but
perhaps the ancient rule, "The
limit of time for the use of an
instrument is three minutes,"
might yet be posted somewhere
near the telephone.
It was In March of 1876 that
Alexander Graham Bell was
given a patent for his "principle
of the electric spesklng
telephone "the first and one of
the rare patents on an idea. '
In commemoration of the 100
year old event, the Jonathan
Truman Dbrris Museum on the
fourth floor of the library, is
diaplsying the extensive
telephone collection of Dr.
Robert Grise, Professor
Education Foundations.
Included In the display" is a
1920 "long box" wood wall
phone for viewing, touching,
and ringing up anyone who
might be near the 1915 KeUogg
upright desk stand telephone.
Progress has certainly been
made from the days of "Don't

Terrarium plants

,
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Wise students can save
on auto maintenance
by just shopping around
By W1IJMA REED
Feature Editor
A survey of local gasoline prices and
maintenance coats for automobiles was
conducted this week to inform students
with cars so they can make comparisons
and perhaps spend their money more
wisely.
For the survey, one service station
representing each major oil company
was called. Six items that are normally
required maintenance for a car were
checked.
An American-made eight-cylinder
automobile was selected as the
representative car to check the prices ».
Only a few garages will work on
foreign-made cars. The coats for four
and six cylinder American cars would be"
slightly cheaper in some cases.
The items checked were an oil change,
with and without filter; a tune-up, including points, plugs, condenser, and
setting the timing; fixing a flat tire;
wheel balancing and front-end alignment; brakes, turning drums; and
gasoline prices.
The cheapest price on an oil change
(using 10W40 oil) was $4.00 at Miller
Sunoco on the Irvine Road. The oil filter
was also priced lower here at $4.50.
Barge's Standard Oil on the By-Pass
and By-Pass Amoco listed the highest oil
change prices at $6.25.
Moberly's Phillips 66 on Lexington
Road gave the highest price for an oil
filter at $5.71.
The cost of a tune-up was similar at
moat stations. Barge's Standard Oil
again gave the lowest price, about $25$30. Most stations listed prices of $31 or
$32. Martin's Texaco on Big Hill Avenue
and By-Pass Amoco checked In with the
high price of $35.00.
The going rate for fixing a flat tire in
Richmond seems to be $2.00. By-Pass
Amoco and Community Service Station
on North Second Street gave high prices
of $3.00.
Coats for balancing wheels varied
from $150 per wheel at Perry's Richmood Exxon on the By-Paas to $3.00 at

By-Pass Amoco, Miller Sunoco, and
Rick's Travel Shell on the By-Pass.
Only two stations out of the survey
group could do front-end alignment.
Barge's Standard Oil on the By-Pass,
$11.00 and By-Pass Amoco, $12.50.
Turning brake drums (not new disc
brakes) varied from $3.00 to $4.00 per
drum at the stations who were equipped
to do It.
Rick's Travel Shell gave the lowest
price for regular gasoline at 58.9 cents
per gallon. The two self-serve gasoline
pumps listed low prices of 53.9.
The lowest price on unleaded gasoline
•t a service station was 60.9 at Rick's
Travel Shell, College Service Station
(Ashland) on Lancaster and Perry's
Richmond Exxon.
Bonded Self-Serve has unleaded
gasoline for 54.9. The Quality Self-Serve
charges 55.9.
Rick's Travel Shell again had the
lowest price of gasoline at a service
station. Premium gas is priced at 62.9.
Self-Serve pumps list the price for
• premium gasoline at $7.9.
For do-it-your-selfers, parts and oil can
be bought at local discount stores at
great savings.
Hecks has Valvoline
10W40 oil for 69 cents per quart.
Havoline is 74 cents at Hecks, (4 cents at
BigK.
Oil filters range from $1.33 to $2.97 at
Big K; from $1.8* to $249 at Hecks.
Spark plugs at Big K are 63 cents or 99
cents for resistor plugs. Hecks has eight
reconditioned spark plugs (not resistor)
for $1.90.
Ignition tune-up kits ranged from $1.97
to $7.33 at Big K; from $119 to $5.99 at
Hecks.
The difference in these prices may not
mean much — until you compare them
realistically.
For instance, the difference in regular gasoline per gallon Is
nine cents from the lowest to the highest.
If your car holds 20 gallons, it would cost
$115$ to fill it up at 619.
At 53.9 the cost would be $10.78. Every
time you filled your car up you could save
enough to buy three more gallons of
gasoline.
,
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Wesleyans sponsored 'triple-treat weekend'
By WAYNE BOBL1TT
Organization! Reporter
The Wesley Foundation
sponsored a
"triple-treat
weekend" Mar. 19-21, involving
students
from
Eastern,
Morehead, and Mississippi
State universities.
Gene Strange,
campus
minister at the Wesley Foundation located at 401 University
Drive, said the idea for the
weekend stemmed from the
1975 spring break when he and
11 local students traveled to
Mississippi State University for
a retreat.
There, the local group, Joined
20 other students from Wesley
Foundations
throughout
Mississippi, as well
as
Mississippi State's own group,
for the weekend.
Strange
served as a resource person for
discussions
during
this
weekend.
This year, the local group
planned the weekend so
Mississippi State's group could

come during their spring break.
Activities started Friday
night when all participating
students gathered together in a
get-acquainted situation asking
other students questions to get
to know one another better,
ranging from hobbies one enjoyed to the facts surrounding
an individual's Christian faith.
A time of sharing and commitment followed this session,
where people viewed their
relationship to God and to each
other with a closer look.
Morehead's group sang during
this session.
Saturday morning found the
men and women separating for
discussions. The two groups
talked about what the two sexes
expected in relation to each
other in the areas of dating,
courtship,
and
potential
marriage, and how faith was
relevant
in
all
these
areas.
Saturday afternoon was a
recreation period and also the

Future co-ed's
view of campus
By SARA KI IS7.
Guest Writer
I think it's big. My older
sister Theresa took me all over
it. I'd sure hate to be her. She
has to walk to a lot of different
buildings. She stays at Burnam
Hall. Tonight Burnam Hall is
having an Ice Cream Social.
That's one thing I like about
campus. I also like it because
it's big. My friends think I'm
lucky to be here also. I can't
wait till 9:30 tonight till the ice
cream social starts. This may
not sound right, but I don't know
how to explain it.
I can't wait till I am in
college. I think it would be nice
not to have someone tell you to
get your nightgown on and not
to have someone boss you
around. My sister made me

write this story, but she didn't
tell me what to say or how to
spell my words. I think it's fun
to write stories. Most people
think I am eleven or twelve
because how tall I am. But I am
not I'm only nine. I will be ten
In August.

Sara Klisz

time the local Wesley Singers
entertained their visitors.
Saturday night Involved a
commitment service wherby
students committed themselves
on a deeper level to Christ and
to each other. They were given
the opportunity to express the
commitment to those in the
group they had come to know
for the first time and those they
had come to know better.
Sunday morning closed the
retreat with a worship and
communion service.
Mississippi State's group left
afterward because their school
started back In session the
following morning.
McDonald's Restaurant
provided the afternoon lunch for
the remaining students this day.
Mlllsaps
Dye,
campus
minister at the Mississippi State
Foundation, provided the
format of the basic program
during the weekend, and Bill
Moore, Morehead's campus
minister, took charge of the
entertainment.
Dye said concerning his views
of the weekend: "I was real
pleased and excited that three
groups had something to add to
each other and to the group as a
whole, and I fell the impact on
each of the groups will make a
continuing difference after this
weekend's over."
He added that the weekend
has exciting possibilities for
similar events and activities in
the future .
Moore said, "I think the
weekend was excellent. The
kind of participation of
students from all over the
country showed the strength of
the campus ministry program,
that the ministry can be strong
and meaningful, at least in the
Southeast. We ought to do it
again."
Strange said, "The weekend
was a very positive experience
of community—real genuine
fellowship,
sharing,
and
commitment. It was also very
tiring."

He said that there was a good
mixture of both black and white
students at the retreat. He said
it made for a good experience
from that standpoint, and he felt
It signaled a growth in
relationships in this area.
Strange said the largest
single crowd during the
weekend was 122. Morehead's
group numbered 24, Mississippi
State's 32, and Eastern's
averaged 66.
The group was so large that
they used the facilities of the
Baptist Student Center across
the street to hold some of their
activities and meetings.
He said several new students
from this university came to the
center for the weekend. He
talked with two, who said the
weekend meant a lot to them.
He added that one was
a last semester senior who
lamented the fact that she had

i

-•'
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Velma Cause, a Mississippi
State freshman, said:
"The
weekend was terrific. I met a
lot of nice people, and we should
do this sort of thing more often.
I hate that there wasn't enough
time to be together, but as a
whole it was terrific."
Strange said he appreciated
and wished to thank Richmond's First United Methodist
Church, the Baptist Student
Center,
and
McDonald's
Restaurant for the help they
gave the Wesley Foundation
during
the
"triple-treat
weekend".
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Keepsake

Choice of winning styles is one reason why
Keepsake is America's largest seller ol
Diamond engagement rings and bndal sets
Quality is another — Keepsake Diamonds are
guaranteed and registered Perfect And
there is no finer value Our Keepsake
diamonds are priced from only $200.

<&&*<&
JEWELERS e^"j~
University Shopping Center

Texas Instruments electronic calculators.
More math power for your money

sW
,:IV

-.
You need math power, no matter what your
major. And TI puts more math power at
your fingertips more economically.
HOW can TI give you greater value? The
answer lies beneath the keyboard. There,
major technological advances have
achieved greater and greater power at
lower and lower costs.

Why TI calculators are quick
and easy to use.
All TI calculators described here use
algebraic entry. This allows you to
key-in a problem just as you would
state it... in the same natural manner
in which you think. No system is
easier to master.

Special function keys include square root,
square, reciprocal, raise a displayed number to a power <y"), raise "e" to a power
(e'i, logs and natural logs.
Automatic constant, independent memory, full-floating decimal, and scientific
notation. Replaceable batteries (AC adapter optional)... 939.95*.

SR-50A and
SR-51A...
slide-rule

TI-2550-E...

real quality in
low-cost calculators
with replaceable
batteries.

a versatile
powerhouse with
memory.

The TI-1200 gives you pe
cent Hires at the touch nf a
key. has an automatic con-tant in the four basic functions for performing repetitive calculations, full Homing: decimal, and K-digit
display. You can carry it W> class or lab in
pocket, purse, or briefcase...812.111'. (AC
adapter optional.)
The 11-12311 does everything: the TI-l-'OO
.lias-plus a full-function, four-key memory. You also get a change-sign key...all
liir#ll».!tS*. I AC adapter optional-)

This eight-ounce, 8digit portable does
percentages automatically, and has a
four-key memory
system.
Science keys, loo. Reciprocals, squares,
square roots, and a reverse to invert fractions and recall next-to-last entry. Automatic constant in all four basic functions
and a two-place or full-floating decimal.
Rechargeable batteries and AC...$49.95*.

SR-16-H...

TI-1500...

multifunction
scientific
calculator.

great looks, great
performance. And
it's rechargeable.
A crisply styled portable with percent
key. I'ull-rioatingdecimal, automatic constant in the four
basic functions', and
an eiisy-lo-read *•
digit display.
The Tl-li'X' slips neatly into po«ket or
purse, operates on rechargeable batteries
imdAC.MP.M*

-••il -*".-t-:i -::i:-i'i:
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Students participating were
asked their reactions to the
weekend.

has the #1 selection
of Americas #1 best selling
Diamond Rings.

This portable wiiard
will not only whip
through mere arithmetic but
also
through complex
technical problems.
Selves sum-of-products or quotient-ofsums without re-entering intermediate
results-or rewriting the problem for sequential operation.

calculators.
The SR-50A solves
complex scientific calculations as easily as
simple arithmetic. Algebraic entry system with
sum-of-products capability.
The SR-50A performs all
classical slide-rule calculations-roots,
powers, reciprocals, factorials, common
and natural logarithms and their inverses,
trigonometric (sin, cos, tan) and hyper
bolic (sinh, cosh, tanh) functions and their
inverses-all in full-floating decimal point
or in scientific notation. The versatile electronic memory allows data to lie stored
.in.I retrieved or added to memory...
$79.95*.
The SK-3IA performs all classical sliderule functions, then goes on to statistical
functions. Such as mean, variance, and
standard deviation. Factorials, permutations, slope and intercept. Trend line
analysis. And there is a random number
generator as well as 21) preprogrammed
conversions and inverses. The SK-51A
allows decimal selection of from 0 to 8
places and has three user-accessible memories...$119.95*.
v '
A lasting investment in the future, a TI
calculator will not only serve you well as
you work toward your degree...but will
stay with you as you purI | o
"sue your career. See them
wherever quality calcula
tors are sold.

EASTERN BY-PASS
11 A.M. -10 P.M. FRIDAY A SATURDAY

•*8ft

LeRoys

Frwm 4 P.M. «MI.

OPIN 11 A.M. • * P.M. SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY:

not been participating in the
Wesley Foundation the other
years she has been attending
college here.

Quality you can trust,

TI -1200 and
TI-1250...

Tuesday
night only.

5

Eastern, Morehead, and Mississippi State

Local gas stations list prices
change

Page
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
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newsbriefs

Scholarship style show and luncheon

By Wayne Boblitt
The annual Scholarship Style
Show and Luncheon will be at 1
p.m. Saturday '27) in the Keen
Johnson Building.
Reservations are necessary and may
be made either by phoning Mrs.
Larry Landry at 62341B or
Mrs. Patrick Ridgley at 6233527, or by mail to Mrs. Bennett
Roop, Route 10 Stateland, Richmond, Ky. 40475.
Comply by today. Tickets are
$3 and may be picked up or
purchased in the lobby
preceding the luncheon. All
EKU women and their guests
are invited.

Calendar Girl

University of Kentucky Credit
Union, will participate in the
meeting and assist the group in
obtaining its charter.
Pre-marriage
Employes interested and
The second lecture in the four- unable to attend this meeting
part "Before You Tie The Knot"
are requested to send their
seminars will be held tonight
names,
work
station
in the Kenna,ner Room, Powell,
designation, and addresses to
from 7-9. The subject is THE
Hugh R. Gilliland, Box »88,
PSYCHOLOGY OF MALE AND
EKU. Those employees will
FEMALE, featuring speakers
then be contacted and provided
Dr. Merita Thompson and Dr.
the information necessary' lor
Coles Raymond.
participation
in
the
organization.
by Apr. 1, with auditions
scheduled Apr. 5.

URE

Seniors who took the
Undergraduate Record Exam
on Feb. 7 may pick up their
scores in the Institutional
Research Office, 4th Floor,
Jones, between 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. weekdays.

Pi Kappa Alpha Calendar Girl
Pageant screening is being held
from 6-?*p.m today and
tomorrow ' 25-261 in Room B,
Lenten Mass
Powell. This is open to all
women on campus.
The. Lenten Mass will be obpageant will be held Apr. 1 at served at the Catholic Newman
7:30 p.m. in Brock Auditorium.
Center at 5 p.m. today and
Admission will be SO cents.
tomorrow.
Saturday night (27) will be a
BME Recital
special program featuring
Beth Dunn, saxaphone, will Sister Mary Beth from the Villa
present a BME recital at 830 Madonna Academy near
p.m. Friday (26) in Gifford Covington. The 7:30 program
Theatre. Debbie Thomas will will feature Sister Mary Beth
present a BFA voice recital at talking, speaking on the
3:30 p.m. Sunday 128) in Gifford reflections of the Christian
Theatre. No admission will be vocation.
charged and the public is inRegional
vited.
Students planning to attend
the Southeastern Regional
Talent show
Conference Apr. 10-13 can sign
The never-ending talent up for the bus trip to Raleigh in
search for Apr.
19th s Begley 408. Contact one of the
University Talent Show con- Club officers or Rick Foltz for
tinues! Applications for the payment of the $30 by today.
presentation, sponsored by the
freshman and sophomore
Credit union
classes, are available at dormitory lobby desks, and-or the
All full-time employes inStudent Activities Office, terested in forming a credit
Powell Building.
union are invited to an
All donations received during organization meeting at 5 p.m.
(he 7 p.m. program, to be held in Wednesday, April 7 in the
(he Ravine (Brock Auditorium Ferrell Room of the Combs
il it rains), will be given to the Building.
American Cancer Society.
Professor John C. Redman,
Applications must be received Secretary-Treasurer of the

Best Dressed Lady
The "MISS BEST DRESSED
LADY CONTEST" will be held
in the Grise Room, Combs
Building, on Apr. 22, beginning
at 8 p.m. Admission is 75 cents
in advance and $1 at the door.
Tickets may be purchased from
any member of the fraternity.
Entry fee is $5 per contestant.
Three prizes will be awarded.
For more information,
contact William Abernathy at
4571 or James Tillman at 4171.

Food and Nutrition

The Progress will accept Newsbriefs no
later than Monday at 3:00 for the upcoming issue.
unemployment hanging high,
these questions have become of
vital importance to the
university student. No longer
does the college degree
guarantee the Job you want.
In an effort to help students
seek out and secure the
positions they want most, the
College of Business is sponsoring
an
employment
workshop on campus Apr. 6-7.
Experts on employment will be
brought on campus. A detailed
program will be published later
in March.
All students, no matter what
their major, are invited to attend. Further information may
be obtained from the office of
the Associate Dean, College'of
Business, Combs classroom 315.

Rho Epsilon '
Rho Epsilon, the real estate
fraternity, will meet today at 4
p.m. in the Ferrell Room,
Combs. The guest speaker will
be Dr. Ed Coleman, Houston,
Texas. The topic will be "Real
Estate's Sexy Seventies".

The Food and Nutrition Club
will hold an important meeting
today at 4:30 p.m. In the Family
Living Center, Burner
All
Yearbook
members please attend. Forum
Applications for staff and
and banquet plans will be
section positions for the 1977
discussed.
yearbook are now available in
the Office of Public InforSocial Work
mation, Third Floor, Jones.
March is Social Work Month Applications should be comand the Social Work Club invites pleted and returned by Monday,
you to get involved. On Mar. 30 Apr. 19.
at 7 p.m. in Jaggers Room,
Powell, Dale Wagoner from
Wesley Singers
Comprehensive Care will speak
The
Wesley Singers will be
on Mental Health.
Both
speakers will be informative. leaving for a deputation trip to
You don't have to be a social Trinity United Methodist
work major or minor to come to Church in Covington Sunday
these activities. Everyone is (28) at 8 a.m. Wesley Singers
will practice Tuesday (30) at 7
invited and urged to attend.
p.m.
Wednesday Fellowship Hour
Employment
at 6:30 p.m. will be Death and
Are you employable? Can Dying- part 3: "Who Should
you find a job? Can you sell Survive". Apr. 3rd will be the
yourself to an employer? With state-wide Wesley Foundation

Retreat at Elizabethtown
United Methodist Church,
Elizabethtown, Ky.
The Spiritual Life Weekend
will start Apr. 4 and hut
through Apr. 7.

BSU

guest faculty and rock bands
solicited.
Scholarships of $150 per
The Follies will be at 7:30
semester for the senior year are p.m. Sunday (28) in Gifford
granted annually to psychology Theatre. Admission is free and
majors who have a 3.0 g.p.a. or the public Is invited. Bring the
higher through the first folks ... kids, friends, relatives,
semester of their Junior year yourself . . . anyone you want.
and who have financial need.
Apply before Apr. 8 for
Journalists
consideration. Forms and Society
For
Collegiate
instructions are available at the Journalists will meet today at 5
Psychology Department office, p.m. in Conference Room B,
Cammack 143.
Powell. All members are urged
to attend.

The Baptist Student Union is
Ping-pong
sponsoring a coffeehouse
Mar.
29 is the date signups
Friday night (26). Featured
guests are His Song from start for the ping-pong tourWinchester and the Puppeteers. nament, and Mar. 31 is the start
It lasts from 8-11. A puppet of signups for the coed
workshop will be held Saturday racquetball doubles tourmorning (27) from 10 to noon, nament.
Nature Week will be Apr. 5-9.
Tuesday night (30) Encounter
program at 6:30 will feature the Hikes, lectures, and movies will
program "Singles Come In be featured among other acPlurals." Wednesday night (31) tivities.
A camping trip is scheduled
Bible study at 8:45 will give
participants two choices to for Apr. 9. The location of the
participate in: Creation and campsite will be announced
The Sermon On The Mount later.
All interested people are
invited to join in these acFollies
tivities, all of which take place
The brothers of Phi Mu Alpha
at the Baptist Student Center,
Sinfonia fraternity announce
32S University Drive.
the Spring '76 production of Phi
Mu Alpha "Follies". For an
Knapp Award
evening of humor and musical
Applications for the 1976-77 entertainment, come see and
Senior-in-Psychology Scholar- hear comedy, skits, soloists,
ship (Knapp Award) are being premiere of original works,

INVEST IN GOOD
L00KS RIGHT NOW/

Wanted: male staff for Camp
Green Shores or Camp Kysoc
i Kentucky Easter Seal Society
resident camps).
Please
contact Dr. Roy Meckler at 4442
or 623-6621. Leave name and
number if Dr. Meckler is net
available to answer call.

Breakfast is as low as

c

69

at Bonanza

Craft Supplies
at the

Sip of the Major

1 in, toast, jelly

2 eggs toast, jelly

69c

99«
2 iffs, kacoe or
sausage, toast, jelly
$140

PLUS MORE!
Free coffee included with all eight breakfast meals.

Greek Letters, Crests, Paddles and Jewelery

Complete Line of Macrame Supplies
Liquid silver, pukas & hishis for jewelery
Sand Painting and String Art
Hears 10-5 UN-Sat
109 5th Street

623-2640

Eoitern Bypass

623-6006

SALE STARTS
MARCH 18

new. .
denim
lifestyle

WE WELCOME:

a

Males

DON'T GO TO YOUR
MORNING CLASS
WITH THE HUNGRIES!

1 egg, bacon or
SMSJfi, toast, jelly
$115

CELEBRATING GRAND OPENING
OF C0RB1N, KY.
GUY*1
GA15*

ALE
The Association of Law
Enforcement will meet today at

4:45 p.m. in the Jaggers Room,
Powell. This meeting is important. Election of officers for
next year will be held. Please
attend and cast your votat.
If you cannot attend, call
Judy at 2071.

tote g

DoVte Ever
Have Jeans

LEV IS FOR GALS

SKIRTS

ForVGu!

Sporting checks for the gal ei the go!

"MALE" JEANS
\
IRREGULARS
Many, many styles to choose iron, all prewashed denim!
Slim cut sizes in medium, long and extra long
lengths Stock op now, while they last!!

ONLY
$16 TO
$22 VALUE

OO TRADE IN!

ON LEW'S JEANS ONLY
BRING IN AN Oil PAIR IF JEANS
AND GET $2.10 OFF ANY NEW PAIR!

LIMIT ONE PAIR TRADE IN

Levis

HEADQUARTERS
STORE HOURS:

®
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

RICHMOND, KY.
1/

/.

10A.M. TIL' 9P.M. MON. THRU SAT.

OPEN SUNDAY 1:30 TIL 6PM

SOMERSET SHOPPING PLAZA

SOMERSET, KY.

—-rti
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Not all students overweight

exercises and at the end of the
course
another
set
of
measurements will be taken.
The two sets of measurements
will
be
compared
and
evaluated.
Harkins said that last Fall all
students in her exercise class
showed a loss of Inches.
Harkins said the problem of
overweight Americans is they
"eat too much and exercise too
little. Food is very much a part
of our social life." Harkins
added, "It takes an awful lot of
exercise to bum up what you
can eat at a meal."
Harkins gives individual help
to those students who cannot do
all the exercises. She said some
students are not able to do all
the stretching and bending
exercises. In place of these
exercises the students play
racquetball, volleyball, tennis,
and other gamea.

These members of the Adult Exercise and Weight Control class
work out at their exercises which are designed to improve endurance, flexibility, and to tune the body. Dr. Dorothy Harkins,

professor of women's athletics, is director of the class. The
students are able to set a goal for themselves and try to work at
It. All people are welcome to come and participate.

Harkins said the next class
will probably be next fall. This
Is Harkins third exercise class.
"I was amazed at the number
that came this time," Harkins
said. She attributed the large
enrollment to spring fashions
and winter flab.
The Adult Exercise and
Weight Control class is open to
all people. Harkins said the
class was designed for women
but men are welcome. There
are two men In this class for the
first time.

Myers details penalties, says references helpful
may do the counseling.
Student Association President Jim
Murphy said, "At the beginning of the
year, the student would have to go In to
see Myers (mostly), Crockett, or Allen.
Then, Myers agreed to send any student
who Is in trouble to me (Murphy)."
Murphy indicated that he can probably
better relate to the students as he
(Murphy) is also a student. He also said,
"No where is it written that the president
of the student association has the duty of
counseling a student in trouble."
Murphy said that he has contacted the
Student Rights-Committee of the Student
Senate and has Informed them of the
actions of the board. "In sort of training
the members on that committee to act as
advisors for students," Murphy said,
"they will be more aware ami more
capable."
- Of the "little over" 20 cases that the
board heard since last semester, only
three of the cases resulted In the
students' expulsion, according to Murphy.
Regarding those three cases, Murphy

(Ceauaued from page one)
suspension may become a dated
suspension if any other regulation is
broken.
Expulsion, as stated In the Handbook,
is "permanent forced withdrawal from
the University."
Counseling is done with students who
have allegedly broken a University
regulation. Counseling is done with the
Vice President for Student Affairs
(Myers), the Dean of Men (James
Allen), or the Dean of Women (Jeannette
Crockett).
In the counseling, the student Is advised of the procedural rules governing
the disciplinary board.
Counseling may be done with the
resident directors of the accuaed
student's dormitory when, Myers said,
leas serious offenses are involved — such
as possession of alcohol or disturbing the
peace.
In more serious cases, the student or
students charged will be counseled by
Myers, Crockett, or Allen although there
«-** has been a change in the policy of who

reference shows up in person, it shows
greater concern...even though a letter
most often suffices," Murphy said.
Out of the 20 cases tried by the board,
only one student pleaded not guilty. The
plea of either guilty or not guilty
comes before the introduction of the
character witnesses at the proceedings.
A plea of not guilty places the burden
upon the student himself to prove his or
her own innocence. Murphy Is not permitted to speak on behalf of the students
during the proceedings.
The two student members on the
disciplinary board cannot vote on the
outcome of the trial, but they may argue
on behalf of the students during
deliberation.
Murphy said that by pleading guilty,
the student who wants to stay enrolled
must prove:
(1) a desire to further his or her
education;
(2) show the value he puts on
education;
(3) admit his or her offense as a
Vi mistake" and state that he or she
"feels" that the Infraction will not be
repeated.
An appeal from the disciplinary board
must be made within IS calendar days
after the decision was rendered. Murphy
said. "As of this date no one has ever
appealed the decision of the board,"
Murphy said.
The Student Association has printed s
pamphlet concerning the rights of
students that Murphy hopes to have In
the mailbox of every student here by
Friday of this week. The pamphlet Is
entitled: Hassled? Know Your Rights.

cited the students' lack of "showing up"
for counseling and their apparent indifference about obtaining character
references.
Most of those cases since last semester
concerned a student's having a member
of the opposite sex in his or her room,
Myers said. Murphy stated that two of
the total amount of cases involved
narcotics violations, specifically related
to the possession of over one and one-half
ounces of marijuana. Murphy said that
both the students are still In school here.
Murphy described what he tells
students who are accused of violations:
(1) The accused student writes out a
description of what be or she Is accused
of;
(2) The student returns tor
Murphy to brief him or her on what to
expect from the board. Murphy points
out that the board knows the student's
grade point average and whether or not
he or she has been In any kind of trouble
before.
If he or she has been in trouble before,
Murphy advises the student to have his or
her parents appear at the board meeting.
"That more or less shows that the
parents are concerned," Murphy said.
(3) The student is expected to find "at
least" three character references either
from his or her hometown or from the
campus-Richmond area.
If the
references are local, they may Include
other students, professors, coaches, or
anyone residing in the Richmond area.
Character references are usually
submitted by letter to the Board, but a
possible reference may appear in person.
"I generally feel that if a character

Owners and managers of
small businesses will be offered
a abort course In taxation here,
March 23-April 13.
The course, offered by the
College of Busniness, the Office
of Special Programs, and the
U.S. Office of Small Business
Administration, will meet
Tuesday eveings from 6:30 to
9:30 in Room 300, Bert Combs
Building.
The course, designed to bring
detailed tax information to the
participants, will enable the
small businessmen to assess
their tax situation, deal with the
taxes their businesses incur, do
tax planning, and deal with the
special tax problems of the
partnership and corporation.
The first session will deal with

taxes other than Income taxes,
including
payroll,
sales,
unemployment and other taxes.
The second session will deal
with forms of taxation:
proprietorship, partnership,
corporation, and Subchapter S.
Of- the last two sessions
dealing with special tax
problems, the first will deal
with investment credit and
depreciation procedures, and
the final session will deal with
profit sharing, tax shelters,
participants interests, and a
question and answer session.
Persons interested in taking
the special evening courses
should contact Dr. Daisy B.
French at the Business College,
telephone 622-2436.

SELF SERVICE
SUNDRY & DRY CLEANING 1
SAVE 50 percent or MORE
ON YOUR DRY CLEANING
101b. for $2.50

Use our new steam cabinet
FREE
HIGHLANDER LAUNDRY
Geri Lane

^Max-Uan Ofitloat, Una.
i. T. (TANNY) PHIL PS
OSMaMaM DWaow
20S GERI LANE

PHONE 623-4267
FASHION ITIWIAS

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION FOR STUDENTS!

Sunshine girl
When the strange weather decided to turn warm
again students wandered back to their favorite
studying areas in the ravine. Sharon Hammond,

freshman Psychology major from Uniontown.
relaxes while she looks over some work,
l

ix*l

MADISON NATIONAL BANK
RICHMOND. KY.

itt tth put* M, flu*i~

IMI 'JMIU

VfmtAyj*. .wuah../ta,

^ttilh^uK^t*--

lim/tuLfiMi tmftt ci&n-

'tunuUtojJhuui.'MJ. ■

Convenient. Full Service Branch Office, equipped
with a Drive-In Window, located at corner
Water and Second Street
BRANCH OFFICE HOURS
8:00 AM. until 2:00 P. M. -Monday thru Thursday
8:00 AM. until 6:00 P. M.

-Fridays

8:00 AM. until 12 Noon

-Saturdays

Pkene (sVanch Office)

823-2799

>.**** jrttf^ f*m.w, -suv 'ffi rfSzKZ 1 ffJt. "%&*-~ivJ.-~-

X tflji*

4:

X frc-

The Big Top

■ *&.-

Cotton seersucker, roll sleeve,

Phone (Main Office)

623-2747
IfMcforiAcra

7

Taxation course offered
to local businessmen

Class fights waistline problem

BY SUSAN GAYHEART
SUfl Writer
"Left hop, right hop" commanded the trim energetic
instructor to the students
"Come over like a rag doll,
relax."
The data is the Adult
Eierdte and Weight Control
course taught by Dr. Dorothy
Harkins, professor of women's
athletics. The course Is part of
the Continuing Education
cissies
offered
by ' the
University.
The class is taught in a
relaxed atmosphere. Students
participate in a variety of
exercises from a rowdy game of
catch,* vigorous Virginia Reel,
to stretching exercises to easy
music.
The class Is designed to Improve endurance, flexibility,
and to tone the body. Harkins
explained that the class is not
designed so much to lose weight
aa it is to firm up and lose Inches.
"Many students come to firm
up their muscles and Improve
posture, not all students are
overweight," Harkins added.
Harkins said she did not
stress dieting as much as
exercise.
"I feel they are
sensible adults and know
sensible eating habits."
At the first class meeting the
students
take
body
measurements and set a goal to
reach. The students are asked
to keep a record of their

Fage

At McDonalds
wedoitaU
fbrYou

cinch waist, natural

s-m-l
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In England, Trinidad, and Israel

Study programs offered

■:<■

March 31 is the deadline for
enrollment in educational tours
of England and Trinidad offered
this summer by the University.
Dr. William A. McKenney,
chairman of the Department of
Educational Foundations
which is offering the tours, said
London will be the headquarters
of the English tour, June 30-July
22.
Tour members will experience London as the center
of British art, music and drama
and as an educational center as
they meet students, teachers,
professors and persons In all
walks of life, McKenney said.
"In the city there are Infant
schools, secondary schools,
technical schools, teacher
training
colleges,
and
universities."
The Trinidad tour, June 2-16,
McKenney said, is "a Joint
effort of Eastern and the
University of the West Indies,"
which will be tour headquarters.
Pr-OtO by S(Olt Aa»"H
He said tour members will
have the opportunity to meet
the leaders of the country, visit
used by the organization for their many services,
the ministry of education, and
meet students and teachers in
the university, colleges, and
secondary and elementary
schools.
The tour members will enjoy
Trinidad as "a thoroughly intriguing place," combining "the
government pattern of Britain
with the exotic pattern of Africa
The Panhellenic Council is the and the Far East," McKenney
awarded to the chapter with the
highest g.p.a. for fall 1975 the governing body of all Greek said. "The racial mixture is
award went to Chi Omega with social sororities on campus. It Black, Asian and European."
16
members,
two
a 3.2 g.p.a. and Spring 1976 to has
He added that tour members
Phi Mu, 2.9 g.p.a. Kappa Alpha representatives from each will experience Trinidad as
Theta was awarded the highest sorority, under the direction of a country which "combines the
Ms. Harbin.
pledge average.
Caribbean flavor of sugar and
Recognition was given to
coconut plantations with 20th
Beth Bakos for a Milestone
century oil refining."
award. Outstanding Greek
He advises persons interested
Woman.
The annual French dinner in the tours to contact him in the
Entertainment was provided will be held Saturday, Apr. 10 at Department of Educational
by members of Alpha Kappa 6:30 p.m. at St. Mark's School Foundations.
Alpha and Delta Sigma Theta cafeteria on Parrish Street.
The cost will be $3.50 for
sororities.
State University College at
members and $4 for non- Oneonta, New York, In
members. Entertainment will cooperation with Hebrew
be provided.
University, Haifa University,
For reservations, contact any- and Bar-Ilan University In
French professor: Dr. Cross Israel, and the Department of
2501: Dr. Bettler, 2791; Miss Education and Culture of the
King, 2501; or Dr. Carter 2270.
Jewish Agency, is offering its
After 3:30 p.m., call Carolyn, tenth academic program in
2902, or Debby, 2597.
Israel in July and August, 1976.

The overseas program will be
for a six week period and will
award six semester hours of
credit to students completing
the academic work satisfactorily.
"Modern Israel" is for
students who desire an intensive study of Israel's
economic, social, political,
religious, educational, and
scientific institutions; an opportunity for research on a
particular aspect of the country;
and a
humanising
broadening contact with oldnew Israel.
Participation for both courses
is limited to teachers, and
undergraduate and graduate
students who can meet the
entrance requirements of the
State University of New York,
and who have a serious purpose
for participating. There are no
language requirements.
Dr.
Yonah
Alexander,
Professor of International and
Foreign Area Studies of the

State University College at
Oneonta, will be the Director of
this program for the tenth
consecutive summer.
During the 1988-69 and 1969-70
academic years he was
Resident Director for the fullyear State University of New
York programs in Israel at the
Hebrew
University
in
Jerusalem and the Tel Aviv
University.

Persons desiring further
information
may
write
Professor Alexander at State
University College, Oneonta,
New York 13810, or the
Department of Education and
Culture of the Jewish Agency,
515 Park Avenue, New York,
New York, 100B. As only a
limited number of enroUees will
be accepted, early application
is recommended.

■ .'■■
■
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Vi off on

various Items
THE GIFT BOX
University Shopping Center

Slave auction
law Kappa IMU Tau pledge slave auction was held by the
fountain Tuesday. The auction was held to raise money to be

At annual banquet

too ®P* off
youHWfc*

Panhellenic elects new president
By LYNN HUNT
Wall Wrilrr
Susan Steele, Chi Omega, was
installed as m/b president of
the Panhellenic Association at
the annual banquet last week.
According to Jill Harbin,
Assistant to Director of Student
Activities, every initiated
sorority woman on campus was
invited. Of the 465 members,
approximately 375 attended.
The
program
included
recognizing past sorority
presidents, and giving awards

to those who made outstanding
contributions to Greek activities.
"The $50 Junior Panhellenic
Scholarship Award is given
each semester to a member who
is involved in at least two
outside activities other than her
sorority and maintains a 3.3
grade point average.
This
award went to Sarah Gooch,
Fall 1975 and Sally Moore.
Spring 1976," said Harbin.
She added that the Rotating
Scholarship
Plaque
was

Our Pizza Hut Buck is worth $1
off the price of any large pizza

Dinner planned

Beginner courses planned

•#

for sparetime students
Three sparetime courses for
beginners in golf and swimming
will be held here this spring.
A course in the beginning and
fundamentals of golf will be
offered at the Arlington Golf
Course March 15 through April
26. It will be taught Mondays,
from 6 to 8:30 p.m. by Golf
Coach Jim Suttie. This course
is for beginning and intermediate golfers.

Beginning Golf, a course in
developing skill and knowledge
of the rules and etiquette of golf,
will be taught by Sandra Martin
at Arlington from April 6
through May 6. It will meet
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6
to t pin
A course for beginning
swimmers and others who
would like to refresh basic
swimming skills will be taught
at the Weaver Pool on Thur-

sdays from 7 to 9 p.m. This
course, taught by Mrs. Jennie
Mulcahy, will begin March 18
and end May 6.
Registration will be held the
first meeting of each class.
Requests for further information about these special
interest courses should be
directed to the Dean of Special
Programs, Begley Building,
Room 428, phone 622-1444

Carter's wife to speak
•Mrs. Jimmy Carter, wife of
the Democratic presidential
candidate, will be in Lexington
Friday to officially open the
Sixth District Jimmy Carter for
President
campaign
headquarters at 100 N. Upper
St.
The announcement was made
by J. Gregg Clendenin. Jr. and
Sharon
Calton.
coihairperson ol the Carter
campaign in Fayette County.

The opening is scheduled to
begin at 4 p.m. when Mrs.
Carter will hold a press conference for area media
representatives.
Carter, former Governor of
Georgia, has had successful
primary bids in New Hampshire. Vermont, Florida and
Illinois. Carter also led the field
in delegate caucuses in Iowa.
Oklahoma. South Carolina and
Maine. He is on the ballot in the
Kentucky primary, May 25.

State Bank & Trust Co.

^^"^|

Bloodmobile to arrive
The Bloodmobile will be
collecting blood in the Hemdon
Lounge and Kennamer Room of
the Powell Building next
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Donations are desperately

needed to meet the quota of 700
pints
Hours are 12 noon to 5 p.m.
Tuesday and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Wednesday.

Come To The Friendly Place

OPEN:
II M. -12
Sialil »■ TtwUiT

m iu.
Fi«n t w»«i

tASTRH ■ Y-FASS

121-22*4

EKU CENTERBOARD PRESENTS IN CONCERT

Graham Central
Station

The public is invited to attend
the opening of the Sixth District
Carter headquarters.
Mrs. Carter will also be guest
of honor at a fund-raising
reception following the opening
at 5 30 at the Springs Motel in
l«xington.
Reception tickets
are priced at $25 per couple.
Tickets for the reception may
be obtained at the Carter
headquarters or by phone at
606-233-4234. Office hours are 9
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. daily.

\
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April 8
7:30 P.M.
* Alumni Coliseum *
Tkkits imlitli kiiiMiii MtU* Hard & it Piwill MHttf MoraoUaa Bask;
Ciiim s Wnatw Cwtis UaiiislritiN UM*i Variety hearts Tirft* Hill.
luiiftM; brriar'i Misk .orM, lUm*

Full Time EKU Students

'3.00 in advance

General Admission-J$5.00 in advance
All tickets at door- $6.00

V
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Eight men hitting above .300

Tech doubleheader crucial for Colonels
By MARLA RtDENOUR
Sports Editor
Sporting ■ 6-0 record, the
baseball team Is looking toward
Saturday'! big doubleheader at
Tennessee Tech as they begin
OVC play.
According to head coach Jack
Hisaom, "This Is our first
league game and we've been

eiperimenting so far this
season, and I have been quite
pleased with the progress some
persons have made," the coach
remarked. "We have played all
of our freshmen to give them
some experience and confidence."
"With conference competition
beginning, now we will probably

pointing to this one for a long
time.
Of course, nonconference games are important from a won-loss standpoint, but it's the league games
that count."
"Cookeville is one of the
toughest places to play in the
OVC because of the avid fans
and the fact that the umpiring Is
not always consistent," Hissom
said.
"We have been doing alot of

go with our most experienced
lineup," Hissom said.
"In all six games thus far, we
have had different winning
pitchers," the coach commented. "I have tried to let
everybody pitch a few innings
before conference play begins,
which has confused the issue
about who to pitch in OVC action."
The team has eight men
hitting above the .300 mark.

Catcher Steve Bass is currently
leading the team with four hits
in seven at-bats for a .571
percentage.
Number two hitter and the
most consistent performer thus
far has been senior co-captain
and Ail-ovc selection Mike
Gentry, who is 10 for 20 for a .500
average. The second baseman
also leads in RBI's with seven.
Senior John Revere is third in
hitting at .426 and Is also tied for
the lead In stolen bases with five
in five attempts.
Rounding out the .3*0 hitters
are John Thomas at .422, Kenny
Lockett .375. Darryl Weaver
368, Greg Ringley .363, and
Corky Prater 333.
Weaver and Gentry share the
home-run lead with two apiece.
Center-fielder Erv Leidolf also
has five stolen bases in five
attempts. Lockett is second in
RBI's with six.
The team took another two
games from Cumberland
College Monday to up their
record to 6-0. Scores were 9-3
and 74.
Winning pitcher In the first
game was sophomore Dave

Dorsey, who went five innings
giving up five hits, three runs
and striking out six.
Chris
Puffer and Jeff Fazio came on
in relief, giving up no runs.
Hissom commented that "these
were strong performances for
Puffer and Fazio."
The losing pitcher for
Cumberland was Brent Gay,
who attended one semester at
Eastern, made the baseball
team, as a walk-on, then left
schoolGentry came through for the
Colonels in the third inning with
his team trailing 3-2, and hit a
three run homer. He also contributed a single which drove in
two runs, for a total of five
RBI's.
Senior outfielder John Revere
hit a solo homer in the second
inning to pull the Colonels
within one at 3-2.
John Thomas and Dave Ball
also had doubles; Ball's driving
in two runs.
_^___
The team had been IS for 15 in
stolen bases, until going none
for two in the first game.
However In the second contest
they went four for four, with

Revere stealing three times and
Leidolf once.
Some of the heroics in the
-aaaaad game came from senior
pitcher Brad Stephenson of
Model Lab School, who came on
to relieve starter Jeff Shaw in
the fourth inning. Stephenson
allowed only one hit and one
unearned run.
"Brad showed a lot of poise,"
Hissom said, "especially in the
last inning by striking out
Cumberland's number three,
four and five hitters with the
bases loaded."
This is
Stephenson's first year on the
team.
Trailing in the sixth inning 32, designated hitter Corky
Prater led off with a walk, then
freshman catcher Greg Ringley
delivered a towering double
which carried all the way to the
right-field fence to drive in the
tying run.
Another key hit came from
sophomore Kenny Lockett, who
tut a screaming line drive with
the bases loaded to drive in
three runs.
The only other
Colonel hits came from Gentry
and Weaver with singles.

\

One away!

A Theta Chi catcher prepares to put the tag on a KA runner during a recent intramural Softball
game.

Spring Coupon
Special!

Hope to contribute to team's victories
i

Leidolf and Gentry lead baseball team
By JIM WIGGLESWORTH
Staff Writer
The varsity baseball team
finished a good season last year
by taking the Eastern Division
Crown of the OVC. Of those
players from last year's squad
Erv Leidolf and Mike Gentry
are two who are back for
another year of play.
"I came to Eastern because I
liked the school and the people
here are real friendly" stated
Erv Leidolf, a Junior centerfielder
Coming from Fairfield High
School in Ohio, Leidolf participated in basketball and
cross-country as well as
baseball. His high school team
never won any divisional or
conference titles but Leldolf's
luck changed when Eastern
took division honors last season.

Besides playing baseball
here, Leidolf participates in an
independent group known as the
Tenth Wave.
Tenth Wave
captured the intramural title in
football this past fall and
Leidolf was one reason that they
did.
Commenting on this year's
team, Leidolf replied, "the
pitching on the team is stronger
this season because the younger
guys are coming along a lot
better. Also, the older guys are
playing more consistently
which makes the team stronger
than ever."
He finished last season with a
.377 batting average which
placed him in the top five on
Eastern's team.
Leidolf Is
looking to improve his average
this season.
He added, "whenever I go to

^VtO Oy Rick Vffi

the plate, I know that the down here, I liked it, so I atcoaches and players are behind tended here," commented
me 100 per cent and that makes Gentry.
it great.
My greatest exMike is going on his fourth
pectation for this season is to year as a baseball player for
help contribute to the team's Eastern. He listed as the difvictories."
ference between this year's
Leidolf's major course of team and the others as hitting.
study at Eastern is geology.
"Hitting is a lot better on this
Another one of the main cogs team," added Gentry. "There
to Eastern's team this season is are no weak spots in the lineup
senior co-captain Mike Gentry. and there is more balance.
Also, the pitchers, If they get
An all OVC performer at second
base, Gentry has a sports good control, .they'll add to the
background Which stretches dimensions of this team.
back to his freshman year in Overall, this team is better than
last year's squad."
high school.
Gentry has no plans to play
At Loveland High School in
Ohio, Gentry played baseball, professional ball at this time.
football, and basketball all four "If someone gives me an offer
I'll see. But, right now, my
of his high school years.
"The reason I'm here at plans are to teach business and
Eastern is because a coach at physical education and be a
my high school brought me coach on the secondary level."

r
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Should Ky. women's basketball
be dominated by male coaches ?

Split decision
A member of the Colonels golf team lines up a putt during
action at Arlington. The team is currently on the road.

[ EKU Colonels |
1976
; Baseball Schedule \

By THERESA KUSZ
Staff Writer
Apparently there has been
some dissatisfaction with the
coaching of high school girls
basket ball.
In a recent edition of the
Kentucky Advocate, the sports
pages carried a story relating to
the past week's Girls State
Basketball Tournament held on
campus.
According to sports editor Bill
Vaught and sports writer Larry
Vaught, "...All but three teams

[ exxnmentary")
Date
March U
March 17
March 22
March 25
March 27
March 31
April 3
April 7
April 17
April 20
April 22
May 1
May 10 it 11

Oppeaeat
CampbeUsvUle (2)
Campbellsville (2)
Cumberland (2)
Centre (2)
Tennessee Tech (2)
Kentucky
East Tennessee (2)
Morebead State (2)
East Tennessee (2)
Kentucky State (2)
Northern Kentucky (2)
OVC Divisional Play Off
OVC Championship

Sate
Campbellsville
Home
Home
Home
Cookeville
Lexington
Home
Home
Johnson City
Frankfort
Covington

! (two from Louisville and one
; from Lexington) had a man
connected with the team as
either head coach or assistant
'. coach."
"This," according to the
J
Vaughts, "ought to show
something when 13 of the 16
teams In the state tourney have
J a man on the bench."
Is a note of chauvinism
detected in this article? Read

Continuing the article they
state, "This is a must we feel for
girls basketball.
The inexperienced gals need good
coaching and most women
haven't had enough experience
to fill that qualification."
At least the Vaughts give
some of the women, although it
is omitted in the article, credit
by Implicating there Is coaching
talent hidden somewhere.
Concluding statements from
the Vaughts were, "There are
exceptions but the quality of
play should be improved if
every team had a man connected with the team who knew
his basketball."
Taking into consideration that
women have so often been put in
the shadows in the sports world
it is no surprise that a view such
as . is taken. In light of recent
advancements for the Equal
Rights Amendment and the
general upsurge of recognition
of womens' abilities in sports

JIM COX

STUDIOS
CARTRIDGE SPECIAL

OF
PHOTOGRAPHY

The Pickering SE-l retail 34.95

NOW MO"
This cartridge has the same body t stylus
as the famous Stanton 6O0EE.

PORTRAITS
UNIQUE WEDDINGS
Commercial
School Work
CMATrVf PHOTOGRAPHY
PORTE* DRIVE. PORTeR PLAZA
(BEHIND JERRYS)
RICHMOND. KY. 40475

t94 S. MD SY.
RICHMOND, KY.

623-3145

the . above mentioned article by using male coaches?
What the writers failed to
certainly does not encourage
women to excel for their own realize is that both teams in the
finals, Sacred Heart and Butler,
benefit.
"... If every team had a man had female coaches.
The
male
coach
la
connected with the team..."
then the name of the game programmed to coach males as
would be boys rather than girls the woman coach is educated
basketball. Isn't the purpose of for the purpose of coaching
How many women
a girl's team to enable the girls women.
to play, to coach and to have an coach a male high school team?
opportunity to get involved with Would you or perhaps your
the basketball program? Then brother have played football
why ruin the chances for women under a women coach?
to show what they can do Chances are you wouldn't have
athletically by hindering them even considered the issue.

Outfitters to ©Madatfar

ISO W. Main Street • Lexington, Kentucky

B INTRAMURAL HHITESB
Betas Take Tug-O-Wor
The Beta Theta Pi fraternity continued
their dominance in the fraternity division
this semester by capturing first place in
the Tug-O-War. Sidney Ratliff, Rick
Lore, and Randy Heaberlin were instrumental in defeating Sigma Chi for the
title.
The Beta's swept through both the
SAE's and Sigma Chi in two straight
pulls each. With this win, the Betas have
moved into third place in the fraternity
all-sports points totals trailing only Pi
Kappa Alpha and Tau Kappa Epsilon.
In the independent division of Tug-OWar, Tours de Fours defeated. OKNY
for the title. With the likes of Dave
Wheeler and Lil Miller pulling for Tours
de Fours, they outlasted Humble Pi to
reach the finals. Tugging for OKNY
against Tribe to get a spot in the finals
were loopman Doug Triplett, Bruce
Kraus, Steve Weber and cohorts.

Have if,

The Betas and Tours de Fours then
met for the campus championship.
There were two mighty pulls with the
Beta's outmuscling Tours' de Fours' for
the win.

icily Vollt-i's Are WMM'S
laskittall Ckaais
The skillful independent basketball
team well known in the women's intramural program as the Jolly Volley's
defeated the Whit Kids in the finals of a
single elimination tournament.
The
other teams who were league champions
competing for the title were Kibblers'
Dribblers, J.V.J.'s and C.S.B.B.'s.
Other action in women's activities is
Softball tournament beginning next week
with a captains meeting Monday night,
March 29 at 8 45 p.m. 306 Weaver
building.

Badmitton and table tennis participants are urged to see bulletin board
in Weaver for schedule of events in order
to complete these tournaments next
week.

Co-Ed Softball Begins
The deadline for coed Softball is Friday
March 26. Five men and five women
must be on the field for each team to start
a game. The tournament will be held
April 9, 10 and 11. The next events
scheduled are cross country which is due
April 2 and Tennis doubles on April 9.

Mtu All Year Trophy Sports
(Ma CaajMa
Fraternity
TKE
US*
PKA
i77e
BTP
1M2
SX
1519

1 Iaj-0-ta)
Independeat
IMh Wave
1M7
Maltox
MM
OKNY
fK
Tr"*
*1

is

~4

BURGER KING

Horn* off ttftt

Eastern By-Pass 623-8353
Carl Rogers - Manager

WHOPPER
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time out
mania
ridenour
After the athletic department did some
massive reshuffling to offer women
scholarships this year, they have finally
resorted to cutting an entire team. This past
season was the final one for junior varsity
basketball.
According to Athletic Director Donald
Combs, the primary reason for the decision to
terminate J.V. basketball was "no one came
to see them play. This will enable us to have
doubleheaders with men's and women's
basketball games." The first of these
doubleheaders was held successfully this past
season.
"Some of the reason was economic," Combs
said. "This was not a very expensive team,
but it was another team. The funds from the
loss of the team will help us better comply
with Title IX," he said.
"The J.V. team was not serving its purpose," Combs said.
"The freshman
ineligibility rule went off three years ago, and
most of the freshmen not work out with the
varsity team".
"That left the J.V. team to rely on student
body tryouts, and to develop with one year of
play at the college level," Combs said.
"With two men's basketball teams, it might
be likely that the women would want the same
thing." he said. And with the advent of Title
IX which stresses equality in athletic
programs at educational institutions, the
school could be forced to comply.
The team's coach this season, Ed Richtmycr, received no extra pay for his services
as coach. Since graduate assistants do
receive pay, Combs feels that Richtmyer was
offered an excellent opportunity to get
coaching experience.
In this sports fan's opinion, there are very
few athletic teams on this campus that are not
dominated by players on scholarship. The loss
of junior varsity basketball makes this even
more evident
Since the team was made up of students who
came to school for other purposes than sports,
many men will lose the chance to gain experience on a team other than intramural.
This team could provide a training ground for
those who have hidden athletic talent, and who
.<-ould contribute greatly to varsity competition in their later university years.
It would be doubtful that the women's
athletic department would request another
basketball team, when there are'other areas
which need to be developed, such as golf, or
need to gain strength, such as cross country
and track and gymnastics.
Kvoryone has been feeling an economic
crunch to provide the needed money that Title
IX demands for equality in- athletics. But
when it comes to cutting an entire team,
aren't things going just a little too far?
Men's and women's double headers are
great, but does it mean that the J.V.'s must
seek competition elsewhere? Perhaps the
team could play before the women's games.
•
Could it be the fact that the J.V. team got
little or no publicity from the university that
no one came to their games? The women's
team is extremely talented, and got the
recognition they deserved. But just because
the J.V.'s did not have an extremely successful season, does not mean that they did not
deserve any publicity.
Title IX supporters may be thrilled that the
women will get the chance to play more
doubleheaders in the Coliseum, but it is a
shame that an entire team must be the
sacrificial lamb ' Who will be the next to go.
the football team?

Field hockey team
to host clinic Sat.

Record breaking shot-putter DeCandia says....

'//1 can throw 65 feet, I'll be
looking forward to the Olympics'
By KEITH STEER
SUM Writer
There are relatively few
athletes that are capable of
earning the privilege of being
titled an "All American." Just
such an athlete is Scott
DeCandia, sophomore shotputter with the track team.
Scott came here from St.
Joseph's Regional High School,
located in his home town of
Lodi, New Jersey. It was there
that be threw the shot 61 feet
im inches and won the honor of
being an "All American."
Although he received offers
from several other colleges he
decided on Eastern for one
main reason, his brother Tony
was going here at the time.
Tony now has a job with the
track coaching staff, and at
times has actually helped coach
his little brother.
Scott DeCandia has had quite
a bit of success as a shot putter.
He holds the school record toss
ofMfeetSHinches. The record
may be broken again soon,
DeCandia has broken his own
record twice.
At the team's first outdoor
meet last Saturday at Murfreesboro, he set a new outdoor
school record of 53 feet 10 inches.
"When I go to a meet, I like to
think that my opponent is better

than me, because with that
underdog attitude, I try harder," explains Scott of his
thoughts before a meet.
Success has not come easily
to DeCandia, he works out five
days a week for two and half
hours a day.
His coach, Art Harvey, has
this to say of his star shot
putter. "Soott has progressed
well and should have a fine
outdoor season and a fine future
in track and field."
When asked about the team's
upcoming match against
Eastern Illinois University,
DeCandia commented, "I'm in
a peak right now, I need to work
on my foot placement.
I'm
looking for a throw of about 55
feet Wednesday and 5t feet by
the end of the season."
DeCandia Is a member of Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity, which
he Joined because of their high
athletic honors.
He is also a religious person,
which is evidenced in this
statement about what it is that
makes him excel. "I attribute
all my success to my belief in
God, then in myself."
As far as future plans,
DeCandia says, "If I can throw
65 feet or better by the time I
graduate, I'll be looking forward to the 1980 Olympics."

Scott DeCandia

Segar — Most Inspirational Player

"We knew going into our final
regular season game that a win
at East Tennessee would have
given us third place," Mulcahy
stated. "Perhaps the pressure
of that was Just too much, for we
Just collapsed against a zone
press we had made layups on
before."
He continued, "Overall the
most disappointing loss was the
one to Tennessee Tech at home
after we beat them atCookeville.
But this is the hardest working
group of young men I have had
in my three years, and they
deserve more than their wonloss record gave them."
"This team may be Just on the
verge of where you think they
are," Mulcahy said.
New coach Ed Byhre quipped,
"Normally you wait until the
fall for the pressure to build, but
our fans here tonight already
have us favored as number one.
More seriously her said, "We
will have a great deal to prove
next year."
As at all banquets, it was also
a night for awards. Carl Brown
was recognized as Most
Valuable Player and Leading
Scorer, and shared honors foe*
leading rebounder with Darryl
Young.
Darryl Davis was recognized
as Best Defensive Player, Beat
Team Player, and had the moat
assists.
An
award
for
Most

Year after year, semester after
semester, the CoUegeMaster"
from Fidelity' Union Life has
been the most accepted, most
popular plan on campuses all
over America.

Kentucky."
The team has been practicing
and organizing for two weeks to
get ready for the clinic. Participation is also open to
Eastern co-eds who didn't go
out for the hockey team last fall,
but who would like to know
more about the game.
Saturday's schedule will
begin with registration and a
short get-acquainted session at
Weaver gym, followed by warm
up and basic stick work at Hood
Field. The field wiU be divided
into stations for different skills,
with Eastern
students
providing the instruction.
After lunch, the group will
review a game film to sec
different techniques in action.
There will be a game played
after the film, with the teams
composed of both high school
and Eastern students.

Greek Discount Starts
Wednesday, March 24

Wear Your Letters
and Receive A
25% Discount
4-i.adi and Lassias Carnal Wear
First & W.ter

623 0717

TAYLOR'S SPORTING 6000S

Carl Brown named MVP
at basketball banquet
By MARLA RIDENOUR
Sports Ediier
To close out the 1975-76 season
the basketball Colonels held
their annual banquet last
Tuesday. But besides being a
farewell chance for seniors Carl
Brown and Jimmy Segar, it was
also the advent of a new era in
leadership, as Ed Byhre and
Max Good assumed the
positions of head coach and
assistant after Bob Mulcahy's
resignation.
Mulcahy
did
alot
of
philosophizing on his Colonel
career. "I felt like I was doing a
lot of talking, but not a lot of
people were listening," he said.
"I began to have my doubts
about my future during the
second half at Dayton. But as 1
look back, a career record of 256
wins and 132 losses can't seem
that bad."
"The height of the season,"
Mulcahy said, "was the second
half against Utah State in the
All-College Tournament.
Jimmy Segar came out and
sparked the team, and we
played almost 20 minutes of
perfect basketball."
"We lost our first four and lost
our last four, but during the
middle we were 10-7," Mulcahy
said.
"We played the most
consistently In three home
games against Murray, Austin
Peay, and Morehead, when Carl
Brown showed his true ability."

By SUSAN BECKER
Stall Writer
The women's hockey team
has invited more than 50 high
schools to participate in the
second annual field hockey
clinic to be held here next
Saturday.
Although the clinic was
initiated last year, there was
little response due to the fact
that the date of the clinic coincided with many school's
spring break.
By scheduling the clinic
earlier in the year, the girls
hope to draw a bigger crowd.
"We've had replies from 10
schools so far," said Coach
Stanaland. "There are over 60
people coming this year."
"The nice part about it is that
the players themselves came up
with the original idea," she
continued. "They want to give
hockey a shot in the arm in

College Park Shopping Center
623-9517
• Headquarters lor all your Racquet ball ind
• White Stag Warnvupi and turlm turn
• Shoes by Convene, ipotbnt, Tiger. Adldai. P,o K.dt

Inspirational Player in leading
his team went to Jimmy Segar.
Greg Shepman waa honored as
Most Improved Player.
Darryl Young took the award
for leading field goal percentage, and Denny Fugate was
the top free throw shooter.
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MBA grads organize, make plans for future
By WAYNE BOBLITT
Organizations Reporter
Graduate students on campus
in the Master of Business
Administration
(MBA)
program have recently formed
an organization called the MBA
Association, with the primary
purpose of promoting a
professional atmosphere for
MBA students.
Association president Reggie
McHone said that some type of
idea for an MBA Association
has been around for a number of
years.
He said the local
organization started out of a
conversation between himself,
a graduate student in finance,
and
Charles
Bolton,
a
graduate
in
accounting.
Employment
McHone said the whole idea
for the association is to do
something to enhance employment for MBA graduates.
He said the University was
doiag Its share to help them, but
the!; graduates wanted some
activity for themselves on
campus.
Association vice-president
Jus Duncan, a graduate in
accounting, said that the
organization would try to get
MfU students accustomed to a
professional atmosphere ahead
of tjme, with the hopes that once
the<'students were in the job
world, they would be in
management positions of a
professional nature.

Besides
promoting
professionalism In attitudes and
actions, a second primary
objective of the association is to
form a network of business and
personal contacts.

Association He said there is a
Master
of
Business
Association
at
Emory
University in Georgia.
He said the local chapter Is
sending letters to other colleges

Personal Contact

offering the MBA program in
Kentucky. Tennessee, and Ohio.
He said they will be the first
three states the association will
try to initiate additional
chapters In.

Duncan explained this second
objective as a derivative of the
professional atmosphere they
are now trying to create
because personal contact is
what it is all about in the
business world.
McHone said the local
chapter will try to initiate a
nationwide system of MBA
participation in personal
contacts. He said the MBA
Association on campus will be
the brain center connecting
graduate school business people
across the United States.
The idea of the contacts Is
that a person could check out
the "brain center" and find out
from another person who has
left messages there what
positions and Job opportunities
are open across the country and
in what cities. It could help
unemployed graduates find
a Job opening.
McHone said this system
would be of great benefit in
helping the local MBA members' own situation.
Only MBA
McHone mentioned that this
Is the only organization he
knows of named the MBA

The MBA Association is not
an honor society. No specific
grade point is required, as all
graduate students are required
to maintain a 3.0 g.p.a. anyway
and, according to McHone, the
people
involved
In
the
association have already
proved themselves above
average in academic matters.
Part-time MBA students may
be associate members of the
organization, full-time students
full members.

College of Business graduate
school had given the club an
encouraging response.
MBA Journal
The primary activity and a
third
objective
of
the
association is to publish an
MBA Journal, which would
provide
one
area
of
professionalism
for
the
members.
The journal will be composed
of business articles submitted
by the association members,
College of Business faculty, and
businessmen at large. It will
physically be put together In the
duplicating center of the Coates
Administration Building.
Approximately 40 pages long
per Issue, the Journal will be
published six times per year.
The tone of articles and of the

BUCCANEER
DRIVE IN THEATRE

Presently, graduate business
professors Rudolph Wuillemier
and Myrena Jennings are
faculty advisors. Duncan said
he is going to enlist one faculty
advisor from each of the six
MBA disciplines for the
organization.

NOW SHOWING
What Would You
Have Her Wear-.
On The Day Of
Her Graduation

Administrative advisor for
the MBA Association is Earl
Baldwin, who is also E.K.U.
assistant treasurer.
Duncan
said the faculty members in the

Fashion students to
$tudy in New York
By SUSAN GAYHEART
Staff Writer
A fashion study tour (TCF
51* to New York City is
plajhned for May 20-June 2, open
to 111 Interested students.
Mrs. Virginia Richards, tour
director, said that students will
be y doing individual projects
depending
on
their
backgrounds. Mrs. Richards
explained that this tour was
open to all majors and the credit
could, be used for graduate
work.
The tour price is $400
wftch covers air fare. hotel
expense, one theatre evening,
two dinners in New York( other
meals not included), and a tour
law York City. Tuition is to
in addition to tour price,
full tour price must be paid
April 15.
However, the
student can pay a $100 deposit to
reserve a place on the tour.
Mrs. Richards said the
stfdents would be graded on
cooperation, contribution to
class, attendance, and their
individual project.
tentative schedule of the tour
inl ludes spending May 17-19 on
csrnpus. The students wi'l be
responsible for their meals and
housing while here. During this

time the students will do library
research for their projects.
The class will depart for New
York May 20. The students will
have most evenings free. Mrs.
Richards said that she will ask
the students to travel in pairs.
She explained that she didn't
want students wandering alone
in New York.
The students will go on an
eight hour tour of New York
City and dine at Mama Leone's.
The tour will visit Mademoiselle
Magazine,
Tobe,
Coburn
(deaign and merchandizing
school), Halston and H. Winter.
Visits to the Fashion Institute
of Technology, an exhibition of
Paul Poiret (very Innovative
designer in the l(30's), and the
International Ladies Garment
Workers' Union are also
planned.
The tour includes a visit to
Lincoln Center and lunch at
Rockefeller Center. Plans to
Visit well known pattern
companies, two textile firms,
Dupont and Cole, and aee a
fashion show are also Included.
The tour will leave New York
June 2 for Washington, D.C. In
Washington (8 hour layover),
the tour plans to visit the

Lunch
at Ponderosa
Familv Steak or
delicious
chopped beet
tossed salad
hot roll with butter
Mon. thru Sat.

PONDEROSA
STEAK HOUSE
EASTERN BY-PASS

Smithsonian Institute to see
costume selections and the first
ladies' inaugural gowns.
Transportation fare to and from
the airport is included in the
tour price.
Mrs. Richards said that the
class will meet on campus after
the tour to turn in their project
and evaluate the tour. Mrs.
Richards can be reached in her
office, Burrler Building 102, to
answer any questions concerning the tour. Her office
telephone number is M2-J445-

Campus Movie

whole Journal will be purely
academically-oriented, including articles of general and
academic
interest
and
business-related fields.
One issue will be published
tils year toward the end of
April. Duncan said one stipend
of association membership Is
that each member subscribe to
the journal, costing a nominal
fee
Charles Bolton is editor of the
MBA Journal. Dan Meadowe, a
graduate in economics, will
serve as subscription manager.
Subscriptions
Meadows will circulate
notices in the magazine among
former MBA graduates from
the University. The magazine
will contain subscription cards
and self-addressed envelopes of

the association, so former
students can subscribe.
A section in the journal will
contain information about
activities and Jobs the MBA
alumni are involved in and also
will include a letters-to-thceditor section.
Articles published in the
journal will be preceded by a
small
synopsis
of
the
background of a particular
author, so readers will become
familiar with other MBA
students and faculty across the
country
and
their
accomplishments.
Activities

Sen-ice and social activities will
be subsidiary functions of the
club.
One service activity is that
club members will serve as
guides in business-related tours
whenever they are needed to
serve.
McHone said the organization
may sponsor a speaker eventually, but not this academic
year, as it is about over. He
said primary functions now are
organizational matters, getting
the club in operation.

Coheslveness will be an advantage to a small body of
members who work together,
getting
ready
for
the
professional world, McHone
said,.
Approximately 41 people are
enrolled as MBA students on
campus, both full-time and
part-time. Duncan said that at
least 7S-45 per cent of full-time
MBA students here were actively involved in the club or
showed a favorable response
toward being so.

^~?3»B
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Alumni, founders honored

■

Carroll breaks ground
(Ceatfaned Iran page eat)
Kentucky University,"
Carroll said,
"because it has adjusted its curriculum
and thinking to the needs of the people of
Kentucky."
Education should not come only in the
area of Job training, Carroll said, but
should abo Include teaching one how to
be a good citizen
Outlining the views the Founding
Fathers held of education, Carroll said,
"Those early citizens realised that only
as educated people could citizens check
the power of their government."
Last night the 15 Alumni honorees
brought the total to ill in the Hall of
Distinguished Alumni. At the dinner
program. Dr. Martin presented plaques
to the members and also announced
the names of M of the University's
founders for whom bronze plaques are
being installed in rooms, buildings, snd
other campus facilities named for them.
The IS alumni who were honored, including class in which they graduated,
are Ernest M. Agee (1964), John I.

Anderson (1961), Westlake, Ohio; Cephas
E. Bcvans (1947), Lexington, director,
Division of Food Services, Kentucky
Department of Education.
Ed Bodkin (1066), branch coordinator
and assistant vice president,- Bank of
Lexington, holds second sll-time EKU
basketball scoring record; Lillie D.
Chaff in (1971). PikevUle. poet; Madeline
Corman, retired educator, Ft. Thomas;
George Martin Gumbert (1949),
Lexington physician; Judson S. Harmon
(1938), Pine Knot, educator and former
legislator.
Ralph D. Mills (I960), Rancho Palos,
Calif., dean of continuing education,
California State University and College
Systems; Donald Ralph Rawlings (1941),
director of administrative affairs,
Danville Board of Education; Homer W.
Ramsey (1939), McCreary County Judge,
Whit ley
City;
Howard
Edward
Richardson (1962), professor of English,
University of Louisville.
Robert Edward Tarvin (1961),
president John A. Logan College, Cartervilie. III.; Krfcert L Terrill (1936).

chemical consultsnt, Snyder, N.Y.;
Arlene Young (1933), retired Covington
schools librarian, Columbia, Ky.

Diabetics
(Ceatlnued from page one)
experimenting in pancreas transplants
and a medical research institute in
Toronto has developed an artificial
pancreas; but this device is still in the
experimental stages.
Even though there are many complications associated with diabetes, a
diabetic can lead a relatively normal,
healthy life provided that he or she
receives proper medication, follows a
strict well-balanced diet and gets suf-ficient exercise.
There are quite a few famous
American diabetics.
Sen. Gale W.
McGee of Wyoming has been a diabetic
for 31 years. Famous television personality Mary Tyler Moore and
comedian Dan Rowan are also diabetic.

Senate considers fund donations
Committee make a complete investigation into the heating problem and
return their report to the Senate within
three weeks.
3. that a 20 per cent housing fee refund
be returned to those students in Mattox
Hall, and
4. that students actively protest by
boycotting the grill, cafeteria and other
services from April 1-14.
The proposal, being termed "a little
radical" was tabled until further investigation could be done.
Mark Girard proposed an amendment
to the constitution that would allow two
thirds vote of the senators present to be
sufficient to override the President's
veto, rather than majority vote of its
membership as it stands now.
Girard said, "A majority of the total

let the senior class participate in student elections.
students returned to class after the one-day walk-out.

The

Model Lab students walk out

For widows of Scotia miners

(CeaUaued from page eae)

Approximately 150 students boycotted classes at Model High
school last week after the director, Dr. Stephen Traw, would not

(Continued from page one)
student councilwoman. "It's the fact
that Dr. Traw violated the council con.stitution by not allowing senior voting
privileges."
There was no force used against the
students participating in the demon-

stration, other than the request that a fire
Iane.be cleared in the lobby.
"Students were told Friday, as were
the staff, that students absent would not
be able to make up class time," said
Traw.
"Basically it is an internal situation.

There has been a great deal of student
input, and we value this input."
Traw refused to comment on whether
he feels he has the right to override the
Student Council constitution in not
allowing seniors to vote in council officer
elections, and if that right is provided to
him by any school or EKU regulation.

membership is too difficult to get, and
the Senate has been shackled too often
by the present article." The proposed
amendment was tabled for two weeks.
Other Senate action . . .

tarian. Finally, (35 was allocated from
the contingency fund to make necessary
corrections in the Student Rights pamph-

It approved a motion to allocate 6200 to
the EKU Student Nurses Association for
their annual convention April 22-25 in
Kansas.
\
Dean Thomas Myers explained that the
money set aside for the Student Senate
banquet is placed in a category for such
use when the Senate gives its budget to
Dr. Martin at the beginning of the year.
He said the money could not be spent for
another cause, but if unspent would go to
a non-recurring contingency fund for
next year.
Aaron Thompson was appointed to the
Finance Committee, and Bernie O'Bryan
was chosen to be the new parliamen-

CIRUNA speaker tells of dilemma in Ireland

let.

"The crisis in northern Ireland Is not
solely a social, religious, political, or
economic dilemma," said Dr. James
O'Neill as he spoke at a meeting sponsored by Ciruna club members Tuesday
night, in Wallace 345.
O'Neill, associate professor of English
history, said that "Catholic ghetto life In
northern Ireland has resulted in cultural
alienation from Protestants." Catholics
learn the Gaelic language and folk
dances and play a version of Gaelic
football while Protestant schools teach

British history and customs and rugby is
the most popular sport.
The professor gave a brief history of
British control over Ireland. He cited as
a cause of trouble the early effort to force
English institutions on a primarily
Catholic land. Scotch Protestants were
given large estates in the hope that widespread Protestantism would be encouraged.
O'Neill pointed out that "the classical
social structure of Ireland — in which the
Protestant landlord class ruled over the

Catholic peasantry — lasted for almost
two centuries (1700-1900).
Irish nationalism grew in the late
nineteenth century but an attempt to
push "home rule" through the British
Parliament failed, according to O'Neill.
Although the Irish wanted their own
parliament, they still wished to have
some ties with England.
Ulster, northern Ireland's Catholic
province, was on the verge of civil war

when World War I broke out
The
minority of Protestants In Ulster felt that
they would be outnumbered by Catholics
in the government if "home rule" was
instituted.
"Traditionally Catholics look tows
«ard
the IRA for protection; Protestants look
toward British soldiers to keep order,"
Dr. O'Neill stated. A highly sensitive,
emotionally-charged atmosphere has
resulted in the alienation of cultures that
Uve side by side.
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